Welcome

It’s hard to believe another season is upon us already and we find ourselves surrounded by newly harvested seed which we are packaging in readiness for the start of the new season.

As ever, we have done our best to bring you the widest selection of what we consider to be the best in both the flower and vegetable seed world and despite these uncertain times we have had the privilege of co-operating with some of the finest breeders and growers not only in Europe but further afield too. We would like to think that the relationships we have built up over the years will remain just as strong whichever way Brexit takes us so that we can continue to bring you ‘the cream of the crop’.

Indeed to all our customers at home and overseas, we hope you will bear with us during this time of change. We are all a little uncertain about how this will affect us but obstacles can be overcome given time and we hope we can rely on your support.

As a small family run business we really do appreciate all your orders, without you none of this would be possible and as we say every year, if you like what you see please tell all your gardening friends.

Our best wishes for a good growing season.

Kind regards,
David Tostevin & Sarah Missing

HOW TO ORDER

For the fastest despatch of your order please use our online shop which has even more varieties for you to choose from:

www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk

Order Hotline & Customer Service 01449 721720

Online technical support: webmaster@plantsofdistinction.co.uk

GARDENING CLUBS

Please contact us for our discount levels
01449 721720

www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
NEW FOR 2020

Helichysum Dragon Fire
Dazzling double, rich wine double flowers on long strong cutting stems. A lovely addition to the cut flower garden and perfect for drying too. 36”. HHA

Helianthus Sun-Fill Green
A wonderfully unique pollenless Sunflower for flower arranging enthusiasts everywhere! The colourful corona of the calyx and the spiky leaves at the base of the flower really do have the ‘wow’ factor. 6”. HHA

Flower of the Year
Papaver Amazing Grey
Unique, ruffled semi-double and single Poppies in the most delightful shades of grey. This much loved, easy to grow Cottage Garden favourite has been given a well deserved Fleuroselect Novelty Award. From silver grey to slate blue, some with a red blush and others with a beautiful white edge. These beautiful Poppies create an amazing sight in the border and we’re sure you’ll agree with our choice of ‘Flower of the Year’. 15-25”. HA

Calendula Orange Buttons
Appealing deep orange scabious-like blooms and unusual contrasting red eye. This Calendula will brighten up any dull border. 18-30”. HA

Nasturtium Baby Deep Rose
A Fleuroselect 2020 Gold Medal winning variety with beautiful petite deep rose flowers and small dark-green leaves. Wonderful for pots and bedding. 12”. HHA

Zinnia Queen Lime Blush
In a stunning blend of lime green and purple with double and semi double 2-2 ½” flowers, this really is one of the most unusual and beautiful varieties on the market today. 30-40”. HHA

Phlox Cherry Caramel
Unique antique appearance with an abundance of dainty sweetly scented caramel coloured blooms with a dark cherry eye. 16-20”. HHA

Aster Lady Coral Lavender
One of the most eye-catching Asters we have seen in a while. The captivating silvery lavender 2½ - 3½” incurved blooms are absolutely stunning. 2’. HHA

Pansy Cool Wave Strawberry Swirl F1
The fastest growing, longest lasting Trailing Pansy for both Spring & Autumn with delicious strawberry-pink and creamy-lemon flowers. Unique branching habit. 6-8”. HA

For more varieties please see our website

www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
**FAVOURITE FLOWERS**

**Zinnia Queen Lime Orange**
A 2019 Fleuroselect Gold Medal Winning Zinnia with soft apricot-orange blooms with a hint of lime on the petals and a bright rose centre. Very reliable border plant and elegant cut flower. 20-25”. HHA

2019 (30 seeds) £2.95

---

**Stocks Tosca Blue Sea**
Wonderful new variety with the most captivating sea blue flowers. A lovely cut flower and ideal for the summer border. 24-32”. HHA

2020A £2.85

---

**Marigold Flamenco**
Say Hi to this dazzling new Marigold! Bright eye-catching yellow petals with red tipped edges look simply fabulous in patio containers and borders alike. Only released last year. 12”. HHA

1920 (30 seeds) £2.75

---

**Nasturtium Bloody Mary**
This award winning Nasturtium has a unique flower pattern with its red, cream and yellow flowers splashed with red spots and stripes. Eye-catching effect for borders, tubs and containers. 8-10”. HHA

1920A (30 seeds) £2.85

---

**Cosmos Xsenia**
We were captivated by this beautiful award winning Cosmos with petals best described as terracotta-orange with rose edges. This lovely new variety will not disappoint. Ideal for summer borders and a gorgeous cut flower. 20-25”. HHA

1362C (40 seeds) £2.95

---

**Verbascum Snowy Spires**
Modern breeding has produced this elegant Verbascum with ‘snowy white’ stems and luscious raspberry eyes. Use liberally in the perennial border or in containers. Long lasting and irresistible. 1-2’. HP

2302B £2.75

---

**Eustoma Rosanne**
If you’re looking for the WOW factor then look no further than Eustoma. A simply gorgeous cut flower with 2-3” ruffled blooms in amazing colours. 24-32”. HA

Deep Brown F1

1531 (20 seeds) £3.75

Rosanne Green F1

1532 (20 seeds) £3.75

---

**Rare Lathyrus nervosus**
Discovered in the Straits of Magellan in 1774. Clear sky blue flowers on short strong stems. Normally perfectly hardy and with bluish foliage. Never fails to attract attention and we were instrumental in its re-introduction some years ago. HCl

1752 (8 seeds) £3.75

---

**Penta Glitterati Purple Star**
A truly new look for Penta with distinctive star patterned blooms. A real winner tolerating heat and humidity and just keeps on re-blooming all season long. 12-22”.

2047 (20 seeds) £3.95

---

For more varieties please see our website

www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
FAVOURITE FLOWERS

**Digitalis Dalmation Peach F1**
Tightly packed bells on a short stem boasting a true peach-pink colour and each lip is liberally sprinkled with black dots. Very appealing, 3-4'. HP

1480C (25 pellets) £3.65

---

**Ixia viridiflora Jade Green**
Turquoise blue with a twinkling black eye, this sought after beauty becomes ever more rare and is specially grown for us. Possibly best grown in an 8" pot during the summer plunged beneath bark or similar material and then brought indoors during the winter. Desirable and almost hardy. 18’-2'. HB
1741E £3.95 (15 seeds)

---

**Dwarf Delphinium Delphina Series**
A true ‘breeding breakthrough’! Fleuroselect award winning Delphinium Delphina is the first compact series of Delphinium from seed and is small enough to put in containers yet strong with very heavy flowering double blooms. Added to this, the series is open-pollinated and therefore not as expensive as hybrid varieties today!
At just 20" tall and 18" wide, the plants branch nicely with no pinching required. An excellent cut flower, whether used fresh or dried, very easy to grow and loved by butterflies. Not to be missed!

Delphina Rose
1434 (25 seeds) £2.75

Delphina Light Blue
1435 (25 seeds) £2.75

Delphina Violet
1436 (25 seeds) £2.75

Delphina Dark Blue with black bee (not pictured)
1434B (25 seeds) £2.75

---

**Heliposis Sunburst Variegated**
Here’s a change! Golden yellow flowers with an unusual aluminium blistering variegation. A real find and will complement any perennial border. 2’-2½’. HP

1675B (25 seeds) £2.95

---

**Cosmos atrosanguineus Black Magic**
From New Zealand comes this Black Cosmos with a chocolate fragrance, dark leaves and irresistible velvet burgundy to almost black petals. 2’. HHP
1363 (4 seeds) £6.95

---

**Monarda Panorama Mixed**
A brand new impressive selection of Bee Balm. Large whorls of flowers in astonishing shades including scarlet, rose, salmon, white, lavender and cream. We were very impressed. 2½’. HP
1930A (75 seeds) £2.75

---

**Echinacea Green Twister**
An entirely new break in the ever popular Echinacea species. It is both unique and colourful with varying green petals and many of them blushed pink. 3’. HP
1495 (12 seeds) £3.50

---

**Rudbeckia triloba Prairie Glow**
A striking first year flowering perennial flowering late in the season with yellow flowers and a bright red eye fading to orange-red to bronze. A lovely border plant and excellent cut flower too. 3-3’6”. HP
2154C (20 seeds) £2.95

---

www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
**FAVOURITE FLOWERS**

**Aster Tower Chamois**
Magnificent! Exquisite 4" pale peach incurved blooms with as many as twelve stems on each plant. 2'. HHA

![Aster Tower Chamois](image)

**NEW for 2020**

2033 (250 seeds) £2.25

---

**Cosmos Xanthos**
The first yellow bipinnatus Cosmos ever. Just 2' tall with a unique soft yellow colour, well branched and useful for bedding or cutting. Flowers into late summer. Very choice. 2'. HHA

![Cosmos Xanthos](image)

1362 (40 seeds) £2.95

---

**Cosmos Afternoon White**
Bred with the flower arranger in mind. Strong, straight stems and large 2-4" pure white blooms with bright yellow centres. Early to flower and will not disappoint. 36". HHA

![Cosmos Afternoon White](image)

1360A (40 seeds) £2.95

---

**Rudbeckia Sahara**
Amber, copper and soft burnt rose are just three of the shades in the staggering mixture. Mostly double flowers and a gorgeous summer plant. 24". HHA

![Rudbeckia Sahara](image)

2156C (25 seeds) £2.65

---

**Zinnia White Wedding**
Brilliant white with majestic 5" flowers and a hint of green in the eye. A nice change in a wedding bouquet. Enchanting. 18". HHA

![Zinnia White Wedding](image)

2385 £3.50

(20 seeds)

---

**Papaver Lauren’s Grape**
Huge cup shaped flowers in deep plum with 5 distinct black eyes in the throat. Breathtaking to say the least and the haunting colour is captivating. 3'. HHA

![Papaver Lauren’s Grape](image)

2033 (250 seeds) £2.25

---

**Zinnia Art Deco**
A royal mixture of purple, light pink and lavender with 36" stems and the dream of every florist. 36". HHA

![Zinnia Art Deco](image)

2390 (100 seeds) £2.60

---

**Antirrhinum Costa Apricot**
Bred for the cut flower market this variety is good enough to compete with the competition. Delicious apricot blooms on strong ramrod stems. 2½'. HHA

![Antirrhinum Costa Apricot](image)

1088 £2.95

(50 seeds)

---

**Viola Sorbet Neptune F1**
Pretty small faced Viola with lovely fresh blue flowers splashed with pale lemon and inky blue markings. Ideal for patio pots and the border. Very winter hardy. 6-8", HA

![Viola Sorbet Neptune F1](image)

2326A £2.25

(25 seeds)

---

**New for 2020**

**Zinnia Afternoon White**
Bred with the flower arranger in mind. Strong, straight stems and large 2-4" pure white blooms with bright yellow centres. Early to flower and will not disappoint. 36". HHA

![Cosmos Afternoon White](image)

1360A (40 seeds) £2.95

---
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---
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**Cosmos Rosetta**
A wonderfully romantic Cosmos with soft pink, blush and rose striped blooms and a collarette of petals in the centre. One of the easiest of cut flowers to grow and perfect for the beginner. 36-42". HHA

1362D (40 seeds) £2.95

**Zinnia Zinderella Sisters**
With their frilly crested flower heads this gorgeous new Zinnia makes the perfect cut flower and is ideal as a border plant too. Selected for their high percentage of double scabiosa-like blooms there will however still be the occasional single flower appearing but adorable just the same. 2’6”. HHA

- Zinnia Lilac
  2355 (40 seeds) £2.95
- Zinnia Peach
  2355A (40 seeds) £2.95
- Zinnia Purple
  2405 (40 seeds) £2.95
- Zinnia Red
  2406 (40 seeds) £2.95
- Zinnia White
  2407 (40 seeds) £2.95
- Zinnia Orange
  2404 (40 seeds) £2.95

**Sweet Pea Heathcliff**
A deliciously fragrant Sweet Pea with dramatic dark blue flowers and long strong cutting stems. Winner of an Award of Garden Merit from the RHS this variety should not be missed. HA

2252D (20 seeds) £2.40

**Helianthus Sun Buzz F1**
A lovely compact Sunflower with smaller leaves and bright yellow flowers and a brown centre. Ideal for containers and the front of the border. If you remove the blooms after flowering it will encourage a second flush of flowers. 12-20". HHA

1660A (10 seeds) £2.75

**Verbena Twister Red**
Lovely pink, red and white blooms. These low growing, compact plants are ideal for the front of the border or for pots and containers. 6-8”. HHA

2307B (35 seeds) £2.95

**For more varieties please see our website**
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**Salvia Seascapes Mixed**
Not your common old red types but a wave of three colours. Silver, blue and bicolour silver/blue absolutely outstanding and not normally recognized as a Salvia. 12-15”. HHA
2171D £2.35
(75 seeds)

**Penstemon Arabesque Orchid**
A lovely perennial with multiple stems of orchid-pink flowers with a white throat. Ideal for the border. Worth mulching at the end of autumn for winter protection. 24-30”. HP
2046B £2.95
(25 seeds)

**Rudbeckia triloba Golden Delight**
A wonderful filler or accent flower for bouquets with bright yellow 1½’-2½’ flowers with a small black centre. An excellent cut flower. 4-5”. HP
2154D £2.35
(75 seeds)

**Verbascum Flush of White**
A simple and delightful variety with spires of purest white in the first year. 2-3’. HP
2304 (250 seeds) £2.75

**Scabiosa Fama Deep Blue**
Superb perennial improved in both colour and habit. Very strong stems, enormous flowers and a stamina to be admired. 20’. HP
2197 £2.95
(10 seeds)

**Scabiosa Fama White**
At long last the white counterpart. Double flowers on ramrod stems will flower without effort until mid/late summer. 20’. HP
2197A £2.95
(10 seeds)

**NEW for 2020**

**Armeria Ballerina**
Fleuroselect Gold Medal Winner. An unusually desirable perennial flowering in 16 weeks either as a pot plant or for bedding. Globe shaped heads are sure to be admired and we can’t recommend this variety more highly. 8-10’. HP

**Marigold Firebird**
Masses of 2” anemone flowered blooms in deep copper on the outer edges and an eye-catching golden orange on the inner edges. A traditional Marigold which grows well even in adverse conditions. Excellent for cottage gardens. 14’. HHA
1900A (50 seeds) £2.65

**Cosmos Sonata Purple Shades**
Finally a striking new colour has been added to this much loved series. A unique variety in rich shades of purple. (We offer only original breeders stock). 24’. HHA
1356E (50 seeds) £2.95

**NEW for 2020**

**Nemesia Seventh Heaven Lavender Bicolour F1**
Equal to the cutting raised varieties at any time. Large flowers, with powerful perfume and dense stems. 12-14”.
1952A (50 seeds) £3.50

**for more varieties please see our website**

www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
FAVOURITE FLOWERS

Marigold Vanilla Cream
Soft creamy buttermilk with a deep crest instantly draws the eye to this tempting beauty. Everyone will want it this year. 10-12”. HHA
1894 (75 seeds) £2.60

Viola Corina Terracotta F1
A beautiful terracotta orange which eventually fades into a purple haze. Small flowered with a good branching habit suitable for spring and autumn. 6-8”. HA
2329C (25 seeds) £2.65

Pansy Rose Medley F1
Masses of large upward facing blooms in the most delicious of rose shades. Tolerant of bad weather and a simply perfect winter or spring flowering variety. 6-8”. HA
1996B (25 seeds) £2.65

Antirrhinum Double Madame Butterfly Series
Finally we are able to re-introduce the glorious separate colours once again. The fully double petals create beautiful fluffy blooms for a rather Victorian look and make absolutely delightful cut flowers too. 2’. HHA

Red F1
Beautiful rich crimson red flowers.
1088C (50 seeds) £2.95

Bronze with White F1
A stunning salmon-bronze colour with a white throated trumpet.
1088E (50 seeds) £2.95

Rose F1
A simply gorgeous rose pink shade.
1088D (50 seeds) £2.95

Ivory F1
Simply delightful double ivory petals.
1089A (50 seeds) £2.95

Madame Butterfly Mixed F1
In shades of lemon, white, rose and copper.
1081 (50 seeds) £2.95
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**FAVOURITE FLOWERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stocks Turkish Delight</strong></td>
<td>Powder pink, powder blue, lavender and white combine to make this gorgeous mix. Lovely perfume. 18”-2’ HHA</td>
<td>£2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cosmos Antiquity</strong></td>
<td>Unique colour, unique habit and an ever changing colour ranging from burgundy into salmon-bronze shades and yet remaining fresh. A cutting garden ‘heavy’! 2’. HHA</td>
<td>£2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cosmos Double Rose Bonbon</strong></td>
<td>Beautiful fully double pompom like rose-pink flowers. Long lasting and a perfect cut flower with strong stems. 24-36’. HHA</td>
<td>£2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nasturtium Troika Mixed</strong></td>
<td>Four separate colours complemented by variegated leaves. Outstanding. Climber. HHA</td>
<td>£2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Echinacea Cheyenne Spirit</strong></td>
<td>The latest Gold Medal Winner. Sumptuous range of colour in gold, scarlet, purple and yellow. First year flowering and a must for perennial borders. Drought tolerant. 2-3’. HP</td>
<td>£3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Helianthus Coconut Ice</strong></td>
<td>This single headed variety with its plain chocolate centre stands majestic with petals changing from creamy vanilla to brilliant white. 4-5’. HA</td>
<td>£2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scabious Pink Diamonds</strong></td>
<td>A charming long flowering bright pink dwarf Scabious producing neat uniform plants and rich green foliage. 10’. HP</td>
<td>£2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Campanula Summer Bells</strong></td>
<td>Charming old fashioned fully double Canterbury Bells in traditional blue, white and pink. Rarely seen but what memories when it is! 18”-2’. HB</td>
<td>£2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ammi visnaga Casablanca</strong></td>
<td>Fascinating 4-5” misty heads and a natural filler for bouquets. Much larger and showier than its cousin Ammi majus. 36’. HA</td>
<td>£2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Viola Honey Bee F1</strong></td>
<td>These beauties hover delicately above the dainty foliage with mustard green faces and beckoning eyebrows. Flowers for ages and windproof. 5-8’. HA</td>
<td>£2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Echinacea Cheyenne Spirit</strong></td>
<td>The latest Gold Medal Winner. Sumptuous range of colour in gold, scarlet, purple and yellow. First year flowering and a must for perennial borders. Drought tolerant. 2-3’. HP</td>
<td>£3.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FAVOURITE FLOWERS

Helianthus Sunny Babe
Heavily branched plants with small yellow flowers and black centres. Perfect for cutting and a Fleuroselect novelty. Unusual. 4’. HA
1664C (100 seeds) £2.65

Pansy Envy
Unique olive green shades flowering over a long period. The compact plants are ideal for borders or containers. Changeable weather may produce more unique shades. 6-8’. HA
1993B (25 seeds) £2.65

Lupin Mini Gallery Blue
Intense true blue flower spikes are held above deep green foliage. Fleuroselect 2017 Gold Medal Winner and ideal for small gardens. 16'-20’. HP
1852A £2.95

Nicotiana Bugle Call
Deep blue leaves support great bunches of tubular yellow flowers which bloom from spring to winter. Foliage is a flower arranger’s prayer. HHP/HP/Shrub
1960A (50 seeds) £2.50

Gaillardia Simple Simon Red
If it’s half as good as its sister variety it will be exceptional. Brilliant red, tough as old boots with a bushy habit. A masterpiece of breeding. 16-20’. HP
1557 (25 seeds) £2.95

Trifolium Frosty Feathers
Dense oval tapering heads freely re-bloom after cutting. Drought tolerant and especially tolerates poor garden soil. Very different - envious. 2-3’. HP
2287A (25 seeds) £2.75

Lupin Summer Carnival
A full range of Lupin colours. Standard height and heavily branched. A mixture for both economy and colour. 3-3’6’. HP
1856A (40 seeds) £2.95

Aster Chrysanthemum Flowered Apricot
Enormous incurved flowers in soft apricot pink should provide 5-6 good strong stems. A gorgeous sight and ideal for cutting. 2’6’. HHA
1141A £2.60 (150 seeds)

Centaurea Cutting Mix
Full range of colours in this old fashioned cornflower mix. Long strong stems suitable for cutting. Easy, showy, fragrant and trouble free. 30’. HA
1271 (250 seeds) £2.45
**A-Z Achillea - Angelonia**

**Achillea Colorado Mixed**
A long lasting perennial in shades of red, rust, beige, rose, yellow, apricot and white on 24” stems. A gorgeous cut flower. 30”. HP
1016C (50 seeds) £2.75

**Alstroemeria psittacina**
Rare and fascinating. Deep burgundy red trumpets are overlaid with apple green as they finally open are then splendidly peppered with black stripes and dots. 2’. HP
1047C (10 seeds) £2.95

**Ammi majus Graceland**
A Chelsea favourite. Large umbels of green and white turn a pretty common plant into an ‘architectural must have’. 4’. HA
1070A (200 seeds) £2.35

**Angelonia Serenita Rose**
A really delicious colour deserving a space of its own. Deep rose flowers are heat tolerant and bloom until the first frosts arrive. The perfect patio pot plant. 10”.
1075E (15 seeds) £3.85

**Angelica archangelica**
Architectural, ornamental, edible. Used for bold decorations, as seen at Chelsea. 3-5’. HP
1076B (100 seeds) £2.35

**Angelica gigas**
Architectural plant for the mixed perennial border. Domed beetroot red heads and dark stems contrast beautifully with pale green neighbours. 3’6”-4’6”. HB
1076A (15 seeds) £2.75

**Bupleurum rotundifolia Garibaldi**
Euphorbia-like flower bred primarily for its foliage and as a filler for bouquets where it lasts astonishingly well in water. Eucalyptus-like leaves. 3’. HA
1208 (150 seeds) £2.30

**Aubretia Pixie Pearls**
Uniform, pristine large white flowers suitable for walls, rockeries and pots. Undemanding. 4-6’. HP
1163 (30 seeds) £2.75

**Aubretia Audrey Purple Red Shades F1**
The herald of Spring. First into flower - last to go to bed. As tough as nails with unusually large flowers. Gorgeous. 6-8’. HP
1164 (100 seeds) £2.95

**Astrantia major**
White, pin-cushion like flowers with mid-green leaves forming a dense mound. A lovely plant for lightening up the border. 24”. HP
1157 (30 seeds) £3.25

**Astrantia Ruby Wedding**
A rich ruby colour with a little white at the flower base. Choice. 24”. HP
1157A (30 seeds) £3.50
Pink Trumpets F1
Lovely open faced trumpets in coral pink, crowding the stem like bees around honey. 2'-2'6". HHA
1082A (50 seeds) £2.95

Potomac Crimson F1
Dark, rich velvety blooms you'll never see a colour quite like it. Absolutely stunning. 2'-2'6". HHA
1086C (50 seeds) £2.95

Potomac Cherry Rose F1
Simply beautiful bright candy pink blooms. Outstanding cut flower with strong stems. 2'-2'6". HHA
1087A (50 seeds) £2.95

Chantilly Bronze F1
Vibrant copper-orange open faced blooms make an attractive focal point in any arrangement. Astonishing colour! 3'. HHA.
1096B (50 seeds) £2.95

Potomac Ivory White F1
Strong growing with ivory white petals and a hint of lemon. Good strong stems and a long lasting cut flower. 2'-2'6". HHA
1086D (50 seeds) £2.95

See page 10, 16 & 17 for Costa Apricot, Potomac Royal F1 & Double Madame Butterfly Series.

Chantilly Purple F1
Jewel-toned, deep orchid purple, open faced blooms are an elegant addition to arrangements. 3'. HHA
1096C (50 seeds) £2.95

Chantilly Mixed F1
Butterfly ‘snaps’ with large stylish flowers, strong 3' stems and seven gorgeous colours. Unbeatable for arranging. HHA
1096A (75 seeds) £2.95

Overture Deep Orange F1
Cooler growing for early Spring or Autumn if given shelter. Mouth-watering Seville orange. HHA
1093E (50 seeds) £2.95

Night & Day
Contrasting black and white throat with near black foliage. Different and recommended for cutting. 18'. HHA
1098 (500 seeds) £2.15

Potomac Yellow F1
Beautiful lemon-yellow flowers on thick stems. Stately, and a gem for the vase. 2'-2'6". HHA
1086E (50 seeds) £2.95

Apollo Purple F1
Rich royal purple with rocket like stems and masses of flowers. Exceptional cut flower. 2'1/2'. HHA
1084 (50 seeds) £2.95

Antirrhinum Night & Day
**Aquilegia**

- **Blackcurrant Ice**
  - Contrasting purple and yellow diminutive flowers on tidy plants with a mesmerizing appearance.
  - Superb for pots. 4-6". HP
  - 1109B (20 seeds) £2.65

- **Kirigami Rose & Pink F1**
  - Charming rose and pale pink variety with large blooms making it an ideal cut flower. 14-24". HP
  - 1114A (20 seeds) £3.65

- **Kirigami Deep Blue & White F1**
  - Sturdy upright stems supporting large deep blue and white upward-facing flowers. 14-24". HP
  - 1114C (20 seeds) £3.65

- **Kirigami Mixed F1**
  - Brand new series of first year flowering Aquilegia in a full range of colours. 14-24". HP
  - 1114 (20 seeds) £3.65

- **Kirigami Red & White F1**
  - Early blooming rich vibrant red and white flowers with upward facing spurs. 14-24". HP
  - 1114D (20 seeds) £3.65

- **Kirigami Light Blue F1**
  - Soft pale blue flowers with creamy white upward facing spurs. Reliable. 14-24". HP
  - 1114E (20 seeds) £3.65

**Flavellata pumila Selection**
- The purest unblemished lavender. Strong florist stems speak for themselves. 2'6". HHA
- 1080 (50 seeds) £2.95

**Clementine Salmon Rose**
- The most popular colour. 18". HP
- 1101 (20 seeds) £3.65

**Viridiflora**
- Lovely green flower with chocolate petals. A dwarf species with a most unusual scent. 12". HP
- 1117A (25 seeds) £2.60

**Kirigami Yellow F1**
- Upward facing yellow flowers with delicate pale yellow spurs. Ideal for the border. 14-24". HP
- 1114B (20 seeds) £3.65

**Kirigami Deep Blue & White F1**
- Sturdy upright stems supporting large deep blue and white upward-facing flowers. 14-24". HP
- 1114C (20 seeds) £3.65

**Kirigami Rose & Pink F1**
- Charming rose and pale pink variety with large blooms making it an ideal cut flower. 14-24". HP
- 1114A (20 seeds) £3.65

**Kirigami Deep Blue & White F1**
- Sturdy upright stems supporting large deep blue and white upward-facing flowers. 14-24". HP
- 1114C (20 seeds) £3.65

**Kirigami Red & White F1**
- Early blooming rich vibrant red and white flowers with upward facing spurs. 14-24". HP
- 1114D (20 seeds) £3.65

**Kirigami Light Blue F1**
- Soft pale blue flowers with creamy white upward facing spurs. Reliable. 14-24". HP
- 1114E (20 seeds) £3.65

**Kirigami Mixed F1**
- Brand new series of first year flowering Aquilegia in a full range of colours. 14-24". HP
- 1114 (20 seeds) £3.65

**New for 2020**
- Aquilegia Blackcurrant Ice
- Aquilegia Clementine Salmon Rose
- Aquilegia Kirigami Rose & Pink F1
- Aquilegia Kirigami Deep Blue & White F1
- Aquilegia Kirigami Yellow F1
- Aquilegia Kirigami Red & White F1
- Aquilegia Kirigami Light Blue F1

For more varieties please see our website [www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk](http://www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk)
A-Z ASTER

Aster Apricot Dream

*Apricot Dream*
Gorgeous 2½-3" double and semi-double light apricot blooms. A lovely cut flower. 2'6"-3'. HHA 1152B (150 seeds) £2.65

Aster Lady Coral Lavender

*Lady Coral Lavender*
Very eye-catching. Stunning silvery lavender 2½-3½" incurved blooms. 2'. HHA 1138G (150 seeds) £2.65

Aster Lady Coral Light Blue

*Lady Coral Light Blue*
Upright habit with dense flowers. A natural bouquet and well deserved Award Winner. 2'. HHA 1139 (150 seeds) £2.65

Aster Candyfloss

*Candyfloss*
Huge King size flowers in lavender pink looking more like Chrysanthemums than Asters. See page 10 & 21 for Aster Tower Chamois & Chrysanthemum Flowered Apricot.

Lovely cut flower. 2'6"-3'. HHA 1151 (150 seeds) £2.65

Aster Lady Coral Dark Blue

*Lady Coral Dark Blue*
Sapphire blue incurved flowers and huge heads make this variety a real ‘must have’. Indescribably beautiful. 2'. HHA 1138C (150 seeds) £2.65

Aster Lady Coral Salmon

*Lady Coral Salmon*
A firm favourite with strong stems and incurving petals. 2'. HHA 1138B (150 seeds) £2.65

Aster Lady Coral Mixed

*Lady Coral Mixed* (no pic)
Gorgeous mix. 2'. HHA 1138F (150 seeds) £2.65

Aster Tower Mixed

*Tower Mixed*
A fabulous blend of Peony Flowered Asters with exceptionally strong stems best seen on the show bench. Outstanding. 2'. HHA 1144G (150 seeds) £2.60

Aster Tower Chamois

*Tower Chamois*
This Aster has the most exquisite pale peach flowers. 2'. HHA 1144A (150 seeds) £2.60

Aster Tower Lemon

*Tower Lemon*
Delightful 2-3" buttercream flowers. 2'. HHA 1144F (150 seeds) £2.60

Aster Tower Salmon Pink

*Tower Salmon Pink*
A delicious salmon-pink with impressive 2-3' blooms. 2'. HHA 1143B (150 seeds) £2.60

Aster Tower Blue

*Tower Blue*
Deep silvery violet-blue 2-3" blooms with masses of stems per plant. 2'. HHA 1143A (150 seeds) £2.60

Aster Tower White

*Tower White*
Pristine white flowers simply begging to be cut. 2'. HHA 1144D (150 seeds) £2.60

See page 10 & 21 for Aster Tower Chamois & Chrysanthemum Flowered Apricot.
Porcupine Yellow
Fleuroselect Novelty Award Winner in a brand new colour. Eye-catching yellow quilled, cactus-like petals. 30”, HA
1224A (100 seeds) £2.45

Orange Daisy
Dwarf plant producing a mass carpet of tough single flowers. 8-12”, HA
1221A (150 seeds) £2.45

Orange Star
Heavily fringed 4" stunning petal heads. Bred for cutting. 2 1/2-3’. 18”, HA
1229 (100 seeds) £2.50

Galaxy Mixed
Every shape, size and shade of orange, yellow, cream. 12-24”. HA
1226 (150 seeds) £2.45

Neon
Ultra double flowers with densely set deep orange petals. 2-2 1/2”. HA
1227 (150 seeds) £2.45

Snow Princess
The nearest to white yet! Very vigorous and self seeding, naturally branching and mostly dark eyed. 18”, HA
1220 (125 seeds) £2.50

Orange Buttons
Appealing deep orange scabious-like blooms with a contrasting red eye. Easy to grow and will brighten up any border. 18-30”. HA
1220B (50 seeds) £2.50

Playtime Mixed
A gorgeous new high quality hybrid mix of bright, pastel and buff. Fleuroselect winner. 1 1/2”. HA
1224B (100 seeds) £2.50

Coffee Cream
Cream petals with coffee coloured reverse and so beautiful massed together. 18”. HA
1232B (125 seeds) £2.50

Kalinka Apricot
Absolutely gorgeous cut flower and often not recognised as a Calendula. An apricot crest with buttermilk petals. Unusual. 2”. HA.
1230C (100 seeds) £2.45

Alpha
Clear bright orange blooms not unlike Gerbera. Popular for brightening up a salad. 24-30”. HA
1220A (100 seeds) £2.45

Lemonade
Lemon, golden yellow, apricot and orange daisy like flowers make a sparkling mixture. 6-8”. HA
1222 (100 seeds) £2.45
Cerinthe Purple Belle
Haunting plant with blue tubular flowers and supported by fleshy blue/green bracts not dissimilar to Eucalyptus. 12-24”, HHA/HHP
1290A (15 seeds) £2.95

Cephalaria gigantea
A magnificent clump of dark green leaves and pure yellow Scabious-like flowers. 3-6”. HP
1289 (20 seeds) £2.80

Centaurea Classic Magic
Fleuroselect novelty. Exceptional shades with black centres. Lovely for cutting. 2’6”. HA
1272 (250 seeds) £2.45

Craspedia globosa Sunball
Unique long lasting 1” golden yellow globes on stiff stems with grass-like silvery green foliage. Known as Drumsticks, they have a long vase life and retain their colour when dried. 24-30”. HHP
1363B (200 seeds) £2.50

Clarkia Elegant Wild Salmon
A delightful cut flower with pretty double & semi-double wild salmon blooms. Lovely in bouquets. 34-40”. HA
1311B (100 seeds) £2.45

Clematis integrifolia Mongolian Bells
Beautiful compact perennial in a mixture of pink, white, lavender and blue. 12-14”. HP
1312 (20 seeds) £3.25

Cleome White Queen
Pristine white petals more heavily adorned than the coloured varieties. 3’6”. HHA
1328A (250 seeds) £2.15

Cleome Mauve Queen
Particularly attractive when only partially open and the mauve is more intense. 3’6”. HHA
1329 (250 seeds) £2.15

Cleome Violet Queen
The most appealing colour described as violet blue. Distinctive. 3’6”. HHA
1327A (250 seeds) £2.15

Cleome Colour
Fountain Mixed (not pictured)
At least five colours in this special mix. Wonderful for spot plants with a delicate scent. 3’6”. HHA
1327 (250 seeds) £2.15

Coreopsis Golden Globe
Fleuroselect Novelty Award. Double golden orange balls. First year flowering. 15-20”. HP
1347C (100 seeds) £2.35

Codonopsis forrestii
Attractive climbing perennial with broad leaves and large fabulous bell shaped flowers.
1336 (15 seeds) £3.25

Codonopsis kawatamii Jade
Rare and very choice climber with narrowish bell shaped flowers in jade green and willing to climb anything. HClimber
1336B (20 seeds) £3.25

Chrysanthemum Polar Star
Easy to grow, showy annual with tricoloured flowers. Marvellous cut flower. 2’. HA
1302 (250 seeds) £2.15

See page 19 & 21 for Campanula Summer Bells & Centaurea Cutting Mix.
**Apollo Carmine**
Ruffled silk blooms in the richest of carmine. Wonderful for the border or the patio. 18-24". HHA
1361C (40 seeds) £2.95

**Xanthos**
Fleuroselect Gold Medal Winner for 2016. Just 2' tall with a unique soft yellow colour. 2'. HHA
(See page 10 for more details.)
1362 (40 seeds) £2.95

See page 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15 & 18 for Cosmos Xsenia, Black Magic, Afternoon White, Xanthos, Rosetta, Sonata Purple, Antiquity & Double Rose Bon Bon.

**Apollo White**
Pristine white petals and so eye-catching. Ideal for pots and bedding. 18-24". HHA
1361D (40 seeds) £2.95

**Apollo Pink**
Simply gorgeous rose pink flowers. The next generation in Dwarf Cosmos. 18-24". HHA
1361E (40 seeds) £2.95

**Apollo Mixed**
Naturally dwarf with gorgeous silky snow-white, rose-pink and rich carmine flowers. 18-24". HHA
1361B (40 seeds) £2.95

**Dbl Click Cranberries**
Astonishing fully double Cosmos. Impressive cut flower. 24-36". HHA
1357C (40 seeds) £2.95

**Double Bonbon Rose Bi**
White petals and rose tips ideal for flower arranging. 24-36". HHA
1357A (40 seeds) £2.95

**Dbl Bonbon Snow Puff**
Fully double and long lasting. Good height. Superb. 24-36". HHA
1357B (40 seeds) £2.95

**Sonata White**
Pure glistening white and dwarfer than anything else. (We offer only original breeders stock). 24". HHA
1356C (50 seeds) £2.95

See page 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15 & 18 for Cosmos Xsenia, Black Magic, Afternoon White, Xanthos, Rosetta, Sonata Purple, Antiquity & Double Rose Bon Bon.

**Dwarf Cosmos Apollo** - Ideal for patios & pots

**Dwarf Cosmos Apollo Mixed**

**Sonata Mixed Improved**
Two sparkling bright red and purple colours have been added to this already much loved mixture. (We offer only original Breeders stock). 24". HHA
1356 £2.95 (60 seeds)

For more varieties please see our website: www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
Clivia miniata Butterball
Very sought after. Be patient, it will take 2 1/2 years before flowering. Instructions provided. 18", HHBulb
1332A (3 seeds) £7.95

Clivia miniata Lana
Broad open faced shell pink flower. Very rare and choice. 18-24", HHBulb
1331B £9.95
(2 seeds)

Clivia variegata Deep Red
Irregular striped leaves. Very rare and choice. 18-24", HHBulb
1331 £7.95
(3 seeds)

Clivia variegata Blanca
Near white with broad variegated leaves. Choice. 12-18", HHBulb
1332 £10.95
(2 seeds)

Clivia miniata Collarette
More double and semi-double flowers than any other colour. Simply brilliant white. 3-3'6", HHA
1354B (100 seeds) £2.85

Clivia variegata Collarette Improved Mixed
Magnificent for the border and cut flowers and highly recommended. 36", HHA
1354A (100 seeds) £2.85

Cosmos Fizzy Rose Picotee
Novelty picoteed rose cut flower. 2-3', HHA
1353D (100 seeds) £2.85

Cosmos Brightness Mixed
A bright mix of easy to grow plants in gold, lemon, orange and red shades. 12", HHA
1359B (100 seeds) £2.60

Cosmos Limara Lemon
A compact globe shape in bright yellow. Long flowering and weather tolerant. 12-15", HHA
1360 (100 seeds) £2.60

Cosmos Brightness Mixed
AAS Gold Medal Winner. The longest, earliest, most bushy Cosmos with 2" flowers. Highly recommended. 12", HHA
1352A (100 seeds) £2.60

Cosmos CosmoFizzy Rose Picotee
Novelty picoteed rose cut flower. 2-3', HHA
1353D (100 seeds) £2.85

Cosmos Ballerina Mixed
Hand selected for earliness with blooms 2 1/2" across in blush pink, pure white, carmine red and pink with a deep pink eye. 40-48", HHA
1358 (100 seeds) £2.85

Cosmos Ballerina Mixed
Hand selected for earliness with blooms 2 1/2" across in blush pink, pure white, carmine red and pink with a deep pink eye. 40-48", HHA
1358 (100 seeds) £2.85

Cosmos Sweet Dreams
Dwarfer plants with that innocent look. 36", HHA
1354 (100 seeds) £2.85

Cosmos Ballerina Mixed
Hand selected for earliness with blooms 2 1/2" across in blush pink, pure white, carmine red and pink with a deep pink eye. 40-48", HHA
1358 (100 seeds) £2.85

Cosmos Ballerina Mixed
Hand selected for earliness with blooms 2 1/2" across in blush pink, pure white, carmine red and pink with a deep pink eye. 40-48", HHA
1358 (100 seeds) £2.85

Cosmos Limara Lemon
A compact globe shape in bright yellow. Long flowering and weather tolerant. 12-15", HHA
1360 (100 seeds) £2.60

Cosmos Brightness Mixed
A bright mix of easy to grow plants in gold, lemon, orange and red shades. 12", HHA
1359B (100 seeds) £2.60

Cosmos Brightness Mixed
A bright mix of easy to grow plants in gold, lemon, orange and red shades. 12", HHA
1359B (100 seeds) £2.60

Cosmos Limara Lemon
A compact globe shape in bright yellow. Long flowering and weather tolerant. 12-15", HHA
1360 (100 seeds) £2.60

Cosmos Brightness Mixed
A bright mix of easy to grow plants in gold, lemon, orange and red shades. 12", HHA
1359B (100 seeds) £2.60

Cosmos Limara Lemon
A compact globe shape in bright yellow. Long flowering and weather tolerant. 12-15", HHA
1360 (100 seeds) £2.60

Cosmos Brightness Mixed
A bright mix of easy to grow plants in gold, lemon, orange and red shades. 12", HHA
1359B (100 seeds) £2.60

Cosmos Limara Lemon
A compact globe shape in bright yellow. Long flowering and weather tolerant. 12-15", HHA
1360 (100 seeds) £2.60

Cosmos Brightness Mixed
A bright mix of easy to grow plants in gold, lemon, orange and red shades. 12", HHA
1359B (100 seeds) £2.60

For more varieties please see our website www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
**Cobaea - Dianthus A-Z**

**Cobaea scandens**
- **Cobaea scandens alba**
  - Ivory white ‘Cathedral Bells’ with a hint of jade. Rapid growing desirable climber. HHA
  - 1413 (15 seeds) £2.95

**Dicentra scandens**
- **Wonderful climber with dozens of yellow locket flowers which scramble anywhere.** HA
  - 1469B (20 seeds) £2.95

**Didiscus**
- **Didiscus Blue Lace**
  - A sweetly scented cut flower with large, lacy umbels of pale blue flowers on strong stems and perfect as a filler for flower arrangements. 2'. HHA
  - 1471 (100 seeds) £2.45

**Dahlia**
- **Dahlia Bishops Children**
  - Very attractive with dark ‘plain chocolate’ leaves. 3’-3½’. HHP
  - 1402B (40 seeds) £2.65

- **Dahlia Collarette Dandy**
  - Dwarf plants with contrasting ‘petalettes’. Distinct. 12-18’. HHP
  - 1404 (40 seeds) £2.45

- **Dahlia Pompon Mixed**
  - Cutting mix in six colours with tight ball shaped heads. 2½’-3’. HHP
  - 1405D (50 seeds) £2.45

- **Dianthus Cottage Perfume**
  - Glorious mix of mainly double Sweet William. Intoxicating perfumes. 18-20’. HB
  - 1464D (50 seeds) £2.65

**Dianthus Cottage Perfume**
- Perfume
  - Glorious mix of mainly double Sweet William. Intoxicating perfumes. 18-20’. HB
  - 1464D (50 seeds) £2.65

**Dianthus**
- **Perfume**
  - Glorious mix of mainly double Sweet William. Intoxicating perfumes. 18-20’. HB
  - 1464D (50 seeds) £2.65

**Cynoglossum**
- **Cynoglossum Mystic Pink**
  - The charming pink form flowering in the early summer and lovely in the annual border and for bouquets. 18-24’. HA
  - 1398B (250 seeds) £1.95

- **Cynoglossum Firmament**
  - Chinese Forget-me-Not
  - This delightful annual produces masses of indigo blue flowers in the early summer and is perfect for mixed bouquets. 18-24’. HA
  - 1398A (250 seeds) £1.95

- **Datura Mixed**
  - A mixture of all we list including the very rare sanguinea. HSh
  - 1413 (20 seeds) £3.50

- **Dahlia Collarette Dandy**
  - Dwarf plants with contrasting ‘petalettes’. Distinct. 12-18’. HHP
  - 1404 (40 seeds) £2.45

- **Datura Mixed**
  - Cutting mix in six colours with tight ball shaped heads. 2½’-3’. HHP
  - 1405D (50 seeds) £2.45

- **Dianthus Cottage Perfume**
  - Glorious mix of mainly double Sweet William. Intoxicating perfumes. 18-20’. HB
  - 1464D (50 seeds) £2.65

- **Cynoglossum Firmament**
  - Chinese Forget-me-Not
  - This delightful annual produces masses of indigo blue flowers in the early summer and is perfect for mixed bouquets. 18-24’. HA
  - 1398A (250 seeds) £1.95

- **Datura Mixed**
  - Cutting mix in six colours with tight ball shaped heads. 2½’-3’. HHP
  - 1405D (50 seeds) £2.45

- **Dianthus Cottage Perfume**
  - Glorious mix of mainly double Sweet William. Intoxicating perfumes. 18-20’. HB
  - 1464D (50 seeds) £2.65

**Cynoglossum Mystic Pink**
- The charming pink form flowering in the early summer and lovely in the annual border and for bouquets. 18-24’. HA
  - 1398B (250 seeds) £1.95

**Cynoglossum Firmament**
- Chinese Forget-me-Not
  - This delightful annual produces masses of indigo blue flowers in the early summer and is perfect for mixed bouquets. 18-24’. HA
  - 1398A (250 seeds) £1.95

**Datura Mixed**
- A mixture of all we list including the very rare sanguinea. HSh
  - 1413 (20 seeds) £3.50
**A-Z DELPHINIUM**

**DELPHINIUM/LARKSPUR A-Z**

---

**Delphinium Pink Punch**

**Delphinium Centurion F1 Mixed**

**Centurion F1 Mixed**

The standard by which all others are measured. 5’. HP

1417B (20 seeds) £3.95

**Pink Punch**

Intense mulberry rose shades, semi double and with an attractive mixture of bees. 4-5’. HP

1433 (10 seeds) £4.50

**Delphinium Centurion Lavender F1**

Magnificent show quality lavender spikes. Favourite colour. 5’. HP

1418C (10 seeds) £2.95

**Guardian Blue**

Early blooming with tall spires of vibrant, clear blue flowers with a white ‘bee’. Semi-double flowers on strong stems. 30-40”. HP

1426B (10 seeds) £2.95

**Dwarf Delphinium Delphina Series**

A true ‘breeding breakthrough’! Fleuroselect award winning Delphinium Delphina is the first compact series of Delphinium from seed and is small enough to put in containers yet strong with very heavy flowering double blooms. See page 8 for more details.

**Delphina Rose**

1434 £2.75

**Delphina Light Blue**

1435 £2.75

**Delphina Violet**

1436 £2.75

**Dark Blue with black bee**

1434B £2.75

(25 seeds) for all

---

**New for 2020**

**Larkspur Smokey Eyes**

Unusual, silvery-white double blooms with a lavender centre and lavender blush. 3-4”. HHA

1439A (100 seeds) £2.45

**Larkspur Lilac Lass**

Eye-catching lilac-blue double blooms on tall stems. 3-4”. HHA

1439B (100 seeds) £2.45

**Larkspur Carmine Rose**

Tall spires of double carmine rose florets. 3-4”. HHA

1439C (100 seeds) £2.45

**Larkspur Cannes White F1**

Snow white flowers, strong stems and almost everlasting. 2-3’. HA.

1440C (75 seeds) £2.85

**New for 2020**

**Larkspur Smokey Eyes**

Unusual, silvery-white double blooms with a lavender centre and lavender blush. 3-4”. HHA

1439A (100 seeds) £2.45

**Larkspur Lilac Lass**

Eye-catching lilac-blue double blooms on tall stems. 3-4”. HHA

1439B (100 seeds) £2.45

**Larkspur Carmine Rose**

Tall spires of double carmine rose florets. 3-4”. HHA

1439C (100 seeds) £2.45

**Larkspur Cannes Mixed**

Unique fully double mix of picotee edged blooms. 4-5’. HA.

1440A (75 seeds) £2.85

---

**NEW for 2020**

**Pretty Pink**

Double blooms in soft pink with a hint of pale green. 3-4”. HHA

1439E (100 seeds) £2.45

**NEW for 2020**

**Misty Lavender**

Rare and unique pearly grey-lavender double blooms on densely packed stems. 3-4”. HHA

1439A (100 seeds) £2.45

---

www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
**Digitalis A-Z**

**Digitalis Dalmation White Improved F1**
Unusual and desirable. 18”. HP
1480B (25 pellets) £3.65

**Pink Gin**
Tall, showy Foxglove ideal for planting in the border with delicate slightly fleckled shell pink bells. Ideal for cutting. 48”. HP
1480 (250 seeds) £2.50

**Polka Dot Polly**
Well branched spikes with flowers crowding the stem. An intriguing deep rose and apricot with a yellow lip. Blooms into the summer.
1489B (25 seeds) £2.95

**Parviflora purpurea alba**
The pure unadulterated white form of this English woodlander. Outstanding. 4”. HP
1483 (1000 seeds) £2.50

**Tinkerbell**
Flowers in the first year. 18”. HP
1485 (150 seeds) £2.75

**Dalmation Peach F1** (no pic)
Tightly packed bells on a short stem. Very appealing. 3-4”. HP
1480C (25 pellets) £3.65

**Dusky Maid**
Unusual and desirable. 18”. HP
1482 (50 seeds) £2.50

**Camelot Cream F1**
This single colour is always impressive and remains in flower for ages. 4-6”. HB
1476C (25 seeds) £3.65

**Dalmation Purple F1**
Stunning colour. 3-4”. HP
1480A (25 pellets) £3.65

**Dalmation White F1**
Fabulous white. 3-4”. HP
1480B (25 pellets) £3.65

**Dusky Plum**
Light pink version of ‘Elsie Kelsey’. Pale pink bells with a raspberry jam lip. Outstanding. 40”. HB
1475D (75 seeds) £2.95

**Polka Dot Polly**
Densely packed spikes of chocolate funnels. 18”. HP
1481 (100 seeds) £2.50

**Pink Gin**
Tall, showy Foxglove ideal for planting in the border with delicate slightly fleckled shell pink bells. Ideal for cutting. 48”. HP
1480 (250 seeds) £2.50

**Polka Dot Polly**
Well branched spikes with flowers crowding the stem. An intriguing deep rose and apricot with a yellow lip. Blooms into the summer.
1489B (25 seeds) £2.95

**Pink Gin**
Tall, showy Foxglove ideal for planting in the border with delicate slightly fleckled shell pink bells. Ideal for cutting. 48”. HP
1480 (250 seeds) £2.50

**Parviflora purpurea alba**
The pure unadulterated white form of this English woodlander. Outstanding. 4”. HP
1483 (1000 seeds) £2.50

**Tinkerbell**
Flowers in the first year. 18”. HP
1485 (150 seeds) £2.75

**Dalmation Peach F1** (no pic)
Tightly packed bells on a short stem. Very appealing. 3-4”. HP
1480C (25 pellets) £3.65

**Stawberry Crush** (no pic)
Large bells and long lasting. A very fine hybrid. 2-3”. HP
1480 (250 seeds) £2.50

**BEST SELLER**

- **Digitalis Dalmation Mixed F1**
  An improvement over the original with a lovely colour mix. Branching but compact! 3-4”. HP
  1480G (30 pellets) £3.95

- **Digitalis obscura Dusky Maid**
  Unusual and desirable. 18”. HP
  1482 (50 seeds) £2.50

- **Digitalis purpurea alba**
  The pure unadulterated white form of this English woodlander. Outstanding. 4”. HP
  1483 (1000 seeds) £2.50

- **Digitalis Camelot Cream F1**
  This single colour is always impressive and remains in flower for ages. 4-6”. HB
  1476C (25 seeds) £3.65

- **Digitalis Dalmation White Improved F1**
  Fabulous white. 3-4”. HP
  1480B (25 pellets) £3.65

- **Digitalis Sugar Plum**
  Light pink version of ‘Elsie Kelsey’. Pale pink bells with a raspberry jam lip. Outstanding. 40”. HB
  1475D (75 seeds) £2.95

- **Digitalis Sugar Plum**
  Light pink version of ‘Elsie Kelsey’. Pale pink bells with a raspberry jam lip. Outstanding. 40”. HB
  1475D (75 seeds) £2.95

- **Digitalis Dalmation Purple Improved F1**
  Stunning colour. 3-4”. HP
  1480A (25 pellets) £3.65

- **Digitalis Sugar Plum**
  Light pink version of ‘Elsie Kelsey’. Pale pink bells with a raspberry jam lip. Outstanding. 40”. HB
  1475D (75 seeds) £2.95

- **Digitalis Pink Gin**
  Tall, showy Foxglove ideal for planting in the border with delicate slightly fleckled shell pink bells. Ideal for cutting. 48”. HP
  1480 (250 seeds) £2.50
A-Z ECHINACEA

**Cheyenne Spirit**
The latest Gold Medal Winner. Sumptuous range of colour in gold, scarlet, purple and yellow. First year flowering and a must for perennial borders. Drought tolerant. 2-3’. HP
1496D (10 seeds) £3.85

**Pow Wow Wild Berry**
First year flowering beautiful perennial. 3-4” flowers are showy and will bloom continuously. AAS 2010 Award Winner. 20-24’. HP
1495C (10 seeds) £3.15

**purpurea Magnus**
Very large flowers in coral pink but this variety holds its petals horizontally. 3’. HP
1495B (30 seeds) £2.95

**Pow Wow White**
Just as exciting as Pow Wow Wild Berry. 20-24’. HP
1495D (10 seeds) £3.15

**Paradisio Mix**
Charming and fashionable mix of all the showy colours and species. Easy and inexpensive. 36-48”. HP
1495A (20 seeds) £3.75

**Green Twister**
A new break in this species. Unique and colourful with varying green petals, many blushed pink. 3’. HP
1495 (12 seeds) £3.50

**purpurea Mellow Yellow**
Beautiful Echinacea in an array of colourful cream and yellow shades. Loved by bees and butterflies it makes a lovely cut flower. 32”. HP
1494C (12 seeds) £3.50

**ECHINOPS - ERYNGIUM A-Z**

**Echinops Platinum Blue**
Multi-branching silver stems with clusters of globe-like mid blue flowers with silvery green foliage. 1498C (25 seeds) £2.85

**Echium Tower of Jewels & White Tower**
One of natures miracles. From a rosette of hairy strap shaped leaves will arise a tower of bright blue flowers. Mesmerizing. 12-14’. HB
1498D (15 seeds) £2.55

**Echium White Tower**
The rare white form. 12-14’. HB
1498E (15 seeds) £2.55

**Eritrichium Baby Blues**
Cobalt blue and vigorous. Should be perennial but occasionally annual. 9-12”. HP/HA
1504A (30 seeds) £3.25

**Eryngium**

**Purple Sheen**
Curious plant with purple flowers and a red feather. 2’. HP
1506A £2.85

**Silver Ghost**
An advanced version of Miss Wilmot’s Ghost. 3-4’. HP
1507A £2.85

(20 seeds) for both

---

For more varieties please see our website www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
**Eschscholzia**

**Pink Bush**
A lovely annual with delicate shell pink single and semi double flowers. 10". HA  
1522A (150 seeds) £2.55

**Cameo Cream**
Gorgeous unique colour of peach with extra double fluted petals and a compact dwarf habit. 8-10". HA.  
1516B (150 seeds) £2.55

**Jelly Beans**
The brightest mix of large double flowers. 8-10". HA.  
1522 (150 seeds) £2.55

**Cream Swirl**
Fully double buttermilk shades make an impressive show. 10". HA.  
1521E (150 seeds) £2.55

**Raspberry Fool**
Very attractive double blooms in raspberry and cream. 8-12". HA  
1520 (150 seeds) £2.55

**Francoa Pink Bouquet**
Known as Bridal Wreath with flowers on elegant spikes. Mighty impressive. 18-24". HP  
1541 (50 seeds) £2.85

**Gaillardia Simple Simon Peach**
Gorgeous apricot peach colour, dwarf habit and will flower itself silly given the chance. 18". HP  
1568B (25 seeds) £2.95

See pg 7, 20 for Eustoma, Gaillardia.

**Gazania**

**New Day Mixed F1**
Astonishing mix including all the various forms of Gazania and all the vibrant colours. 8-10". HHA  
1572B (25 seeds) £2.95

**Gerbera Cartwheel Strawberry Twist F1 Mix**
An explosion of stunning pinks, soft yellows, striking reds and sunny greens with the ‘wow’ factor for indoor and outdoor use. Huge semi-double flowers. 16". HHP  
1608 (6 seeds) £4.65

**Hedysarum French Honeysuckle**
Fantastic dense spikes of very fragrant deep red flowers, exotic in appearance. Spectacular but prefers a sunny position. 3-4’.  
1658B (150 seeds) £2.45

**Hesperis matronalis**
‘The Cottage Garden Scent Bottle’ with every flower pulling its weight in pink, violet and white. 2’-3’.  
1686 (500 seeds) £2.25

**Geranium Hardy Species Mixed**
The best mix you’ll ever find. HP  
1607 (20 seeds) £2.85

**Geranium Buxton’s Blue**
The most sought after hardy Geranium ever. Easy, showy and sprawling. 15”. HP  
1607B (8 seeds) £3.30

**Heliotropium Marine**
Very popular Victorian plant grown for it’s giant heads of violet blue flowers which almost smother the deep green wrinkled leaves. Powerful scent. 18’-2’.  
1676 (150 seeds) £2.55

For more varieties please see our website www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
**Helichrysum-Hollyhock A-Z**

**Helianthus**

- **Magic Orange F1**
  - Rich seville orange petals with a contrasting disc. Excellent cut flower with a long life. 5-6'. HHA
  - 1663C (20 seeds) £2.85

- **Buttercream**
  - Pollen-free spray type Sunflower. Very early rich dark centred beauty. Fascinating yellow. 6'. HHA
  - 1666A (25 seeds) £2.65

- **Ms Mars**
  - Uncommonly gorgeous Sunflower with low growing vigorous flame-like blooms fading to pink. A cutting variety. 16-20'. HHA
  - 1662C (15 seeds) £2.85

- **Coconut Ice**
  - Single headed variety with a plain chocolate centre and petals changing from creamy vanilla to brilliant white. 4-5'. HA
  - 1665C (25 seeds) £2.85

- **Earthwalker**
  - A variety of reds and coppers. Lovely cut flowers. 5-8'. HHA
  - 1663 (30 seeds) £2.85

- **Maximiliani**
  - A tall persistent perennial with 3" flowers all the way up the stem. Wonderful. 5-8'. HP.
  - 1665A (50 seeds) £2.65

- **Helios Flame**
  - A dazzling bicolour with large golden blooms enhanced by a dark mahogany ring. Perfect for the back of the border and an ideal cut flower. 5-6'. HA
  - 1666 (20 seeds) £2.85

See page 5, 13, 20 & 21 for Sun Fill Green, Sun Buzz F1, Sunny Babe, & Magic Orange F1.

**Hollyhock**

- **Halo Candy**
  - Icing sugar pink with a central blackcurrant eye and very stately. 4-6'. HB
  - 1702A (25 seeds) £2.95

- **Halo Mixed (no picture)**
  - Twelve colours. 6'. HB.
  - 1702 (25 seeds) £2.95

- **Blackberry**
  - Fully double blackberry flowers with numerous blooms. Spectacular. 4-6'. HB
  - 1701B (25 seeds) £2.95

- **Henry VIII**
  - Baby pink single flowers on quite tall plants are both refreshing and easily identified.
  - 1701 (50 seeds) £2.50

- **Pomegranate**
  - Delicious colour perfect as cut flowers and the garden.
  - 1672C (250 seeds) £1.95

- **Apricot Peach**
  - A lovely mix of double apricot, peach and salmon.
  - 1672A (250 seeds) £1.95

See page 9 for Heliosis Sunburst

**Helichrysum**

- **Dragon Fire**
  - Dazzling double, rich wine flowers on long strong cutting stems. 36'. HHA
  - 1672B (250 seeds) £1.95

**NEW for 2020**

**NEW for 2020**

www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
Mini Perennial Lupin Gallery Series

These first year flowering perennial Lupins are so compact in habit that they make ideal plants for pots, window boxes and small gardens. Not to be missed! 16-20". HP

1852A Gallery Blue
1852B Pink Bicolour
1852E Gallery White
1852D Gallery Yellow
1852C Blue Bicolour

(20 seeds) £2.95 each

Lupin The Governor
Stately with a peppery smell and always admired. Very commanding hard blue and white. 3' 6". HP
1853 (30 seeds) £2.35

Cathy's Ghost
Pure white and an ideal companion for Heathcliff Blue. 2' 6". HP
1851C (30 seeds) £2.35

Lupini Red
An outstanding first year flowering variety. Dwarf plants with long flower spikes in bright red. 12-15". HP
1856C (30 seeds) £2.50

See page 20 & 21 for Mini Gallery Blue & Summer Carnival.

Linaria Rhythm & Blues
This classic Cottage Garden mix of small 'snapdragon-like' violet and red flowers looks stunning in the border. Easy to grow and perfect for cutting. 18-20". HA
1864 (200 seeds) £2.35

Lupin Tiny Tots Mixed
Very dwarf lovely selection of softer colours and bicourls. 18-20". HP
1856 (75 seeds) £2.35

RARE

Lupin The Governor
Stately with a peppery smell and always admired. Very commanding hard blue and white. 3' 6". HP
1853 (30 seeds) £2.35

Cathy's Ghost
Pure white and an ideal companion for Heathcliff Blue. 2' 6". HP
1851C (30 seeds) £2.35

Lupini Red
An outstanding first year flowering variety. Dwarf plants with long flower spikes in bright red. 12-15". HP
1856C (30 seeds) £2.50

See page 20 & 21 for Mini Gallery Blue & Summer Carnival.

Lupin Tiny Tots Mixed

Mini Perennial Lupin Gallery Series

These first year flowering perennial Lupins are so compact in habit that they make ideal plants for pots, window boxes and small gardens. Not to be missed! 16-20". HP

1852A Gallery Blue
1852B Pink Bicolour
1852E Gallery White
1852D Gallery Yellow
1852C Blue Bicolour

(20 seeds) £2.95 each

Lupin The Governor
Stately with a peppery smell and always admired. Very commanding hard blue and white. 3' 6". HP
1853 (30 seeds) £2.35

Cathy's Ghost
Pure white and an ideal companion for Heathcliff Blue. 2' 6". HP
1851C (30 seeds) £2.35

Lupini Red
An outstanding first year flowering variety. Dwarf plants with long flower spikes in bright red. 12-15". HP
1856C (30 seeds) £2.50

See page 20 & 21 for Mini Gallery Blue & Summer Carnival.

Ipomoea Mt Fuji Mix
Four delicious colours banded by a snowwhite edge which flower vigorously. HHClimer.
1730A (25 seeds) £2.85

Lychnis Angel Blush
A silver leaved Lychnis with pure white flowers slowly changing to pink as weather cools. 24-30". HP
1864 (200 seeds) £2.35

Lavatera Pink Blush
The dwarf form of this showy, easy to grow annual. Best grown in the mixed border. 2' 6". HHA
1765B (100 seeds) £2.50

Lobelia tupa
Chilean beauty, exotic in appearance. Very choice. 4-5'. HP
1846A (50 seeds) £2.60

See page 8 for Ixia viridiflora

Ipomoea Mt Fuji Mix
Four delicious colours banded by a snowwhite edge which flower vigorously. HHClimer.
1730A (25 seeds) £2.85

Lychnis Angel Blush
A silver leaved Lychnis with pure white flowers slowly changing to pink as weather cools. 24-30". HP
1864 (200 seeds) £2.35

Lavatera Pink Blush
The dwarf form of this showy, easy to grow annual. Best grown in the mixed border. 2' 6". HHA
1765B (100 seeds) £2.50

Lobelia tupa
Chilean beauty, exotic in appearance. Very choice. 4-5'. HP
1846A (50 seeds) £2.60

See page 8 for Ixia viridiflora
Vanilla Cream
Beautiful soft creamy buttermilk with a deep crest. 10-12". HHA
1894 (75 seeds) £2.60

Elevate Orange
Towering beauties produce a profusion of fully double luminous orange blooms. Underdemanding and tolerant! 2-3'. HHA
1900B (40 seeds) £2.75

Burnt Embers
From the Botanical Gardens in Uppsala, Sweden. 8-12". HHA
1900 (100 seeds) £2.45

Mission Giant Yellow
A reselected Heirloom with large double lemon yellow chrysanthemum-like flowers. Perfect for the back of the border and a simply gorgeous cut flower. 24-36". HHA
1902 (50 seeds) £2.45

See page 6 & 15 for Marigold Flamenco & Firebird.

Vanilla Burning Embers
Vanilla Cream Burning Embers
Vanilla Mission Yellow
Elevate Orange Burning Embers
Elevate Mission Yellow

Meconopsis betonicifolia
The most popular and easiest of the species. Azure blue flowers 2" on stately stems. 3-4'. HP
1906 (50 seeds) £3.25

Michauxia Campanuloides
A highly popular cut flower. Very different. 2-3'. HHA
1900 (100 seeds) £2.45

Red Knight
A striking Marigold with deep mahogany red blooms on vigorous yet compact plants. Recommended. 8". HHA.
1903 (50 seeds) £2.45

Malva Windsor Castle
Royal ‘velvet purple’ silky flowers, heavily veined and beautiful crinkled edges. 36-42". HP
1870 (50 seeds) £2.25

For more varieties please see our website www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
**NASTURTIUM A-Z**

**Nasturtium Caribbean Crush**
Most appealing colour with most of the flowers held above the smallish foliage. 9-12”. HHA
1948B (30 seeds) £2.55

**Nasturtium Black Velvet**
A unique colour in Nasturtium and an energetic plant although it’s dwarf and non-trailing. 12”. HHA
1945A (30 seeds) £2.55

**Nasturtium Baby Deep Rose**
Vivid crimson reselected for purity and the flowers dominate the plant for weeks. Trailing. HHA
1941 (30 seeds) £2.50

**Nasturtium Bloody Mary**
A Fleuroselect 2020 Gold Medal winner with beautiful petite deep rose flowers and small dark-green leaves. Wonderful for pots. 12”. HHA
1940B (25 seeds) £2.85

**Nasturtium Crimson Emperor**
Vivid crimson reselected for purity and the flowers dominate the plant for weeks. Trailing. HHA
1941 (30 seeds) £2.50

**Nasturtium Ladybird Rose**
Charming and delightful with dusky rose flowers and dark ladybird spots. A firm favourite for many years. 8-10”. HHA
1940 (30 seeds) £2.75

**Nasturtium Ladybird Cream**
Rich cream flowers with a decorative ‘ladybird’. 8-10”. HHA
1944B (30 seeds) £2.50

**Nasturtium Caribbean Cocktail**
We’ve “shaken and stirred” all the pastels and bicolours. 8-12”. HHA
1943C (30 seeds) £2.50

**Nasturtium Apricot Trifle**
Lovely apricot salmon and masses of flowers. 12”. HHA
1942A (30 seeds) £2.50

**Nasturtium Ladybird Rose**
Charming and delightful with dusky rose flowers and dark ladybird spots. A firm favourite for many years. 8-10”. HHA
1940 (30 seeds) £2.75

**Nasturtium Caribbean Crush**
Most appealing colour with most of the flowers held above the smallish foliage. 9-12”. HHA
1947A (30 seeds) £2.50

**Nasturtium Black Velvet**
A unique colour in Nasturtium and an energetic plant although it’s dwarf and non-trailing. 12”. HHA
1945A (30 seeds) £2.55

**Nasturtium Crimson Emperor**
Vivid crimson reselected for purity and the flowers dominate the plant for weeks. Trailing. HHA
1941 (30 seeds) £2.50

**Nasturtium Baby Deep Rose**
Vivid crimson reselected for purity and the flowers dominate the plant for weeks. Trailing. HHA
1941 (30 seeds) £2.50

**Nasturtium Bloody Mary**
A Fleuroselect 2020 Gold Medal winner with beautiful petite deep rose flowers and small dark-green leaves. Wonderful for pots. 12”. HHA
1940B (25 seeds) £2.85

**Nasturtium Caribbean Crush**
Most appealing colour with most of the flowers held above the smallish foliage. 9-12”. HHA
1947A (30 seeds) £2.50

**Nasturtium Black Velvet**
A unique colour in Nasturtium and an energetic plant although it’s dwarf and non-trailing. 12”. HHA
1945A (30 seeds) £2.55

**Nasturtium Caribbean Crush**
Most appealing colour with most of the flowers held above the smallish foliage. 9-12”. HHA
1947A (30 seeds) £2.50

**Nasturtium Ladybird Cream**
Rich cream flowers with a decorative ‘ladybird’. 8-10”. HHA
1944B (30 seeds) £2.50

**Nasturtium Ladybird Rose**
Charming and delightful with dusky rose flowers and dark ladybird spots. A firm favourite for many years. 8-10”. HHA
1940 (30 seeds) £2.75

**Nasturtium Caribbean Cocktail**
We’ve “shaken and stirred” all the pastels and bicolours. 8-12”. HHA
1943C (30 seeds) £2.50

**Nasturtium Apricot Trifle**
Lovely apricot salmon and masses of flowers. 12”. HHA
1942A (30 seeds) £2.50

**Nasturtium Ladybird Rose**
Charming and delightful with dusky rose flowers and dark ladybird spots. A firm favourite for many years. 8-10”. HHA
1940 (30 seeds) £2.75

**Nasturtium Caribbean Cocktail**
We’ve “shaken and stirred” all the pastels and bicolours. 8-12”. HHA
1943C (30 seeds) £2.50

**Nasturtium Apricot Trifle**
Lovely apricot salmon and masses of flowers. 12”. HHA
1942A (30 seeds) £2.50

**Nasturtium Ladybird Rose**
Charming and delightful with dusky rose flowers and dark ladybird spots. A firm favourite for many years. 8-10”. HHA
1940 (30 seeds) £2.75

See page 13 & 18 for Nasturtium Ladybird Rose & Troika Mixed.
Nicotiana sylvestris
Handsome narrow tubed flowers with heavenly perfume. Always sought after. 5'. HHA
1963 (1000 seeds) £1.95

Nicotiana Whisper Mixed
Tall mixture in all the shades and colours we have to expect. Flowers just keep on coming. It’s a gem. 2½-3’. HHA
1968B (100 seeds) £2.70

Perfumed Nicotiana
Deliciously perfumed in a beautiful selection of colours. 2-3’. HHA
1964G Lime (60 seeds) £2.35
1964F Purple (60 seeds) £2.35
1964B Red (60 seeds) £2.35

Nicotiana Starlight Dancer
Small white bell-shaped flowers on long stems. Wonderful in mixed borders or large containers and a wonderful fragrance in the evening. 3’. HHA
1969A (100 seeds) £2.35

Nicotiana Tinkerbell
Deep green outer trumpets surround a rosy red mouth and cheeks. Add Electric Blue stamens and its a knockout. 2½’. HHA
1960 (60 seeds) £2.70

Nicotiana Avalon Mixed F1
Mix of all the colours. 12’. HHA
1961G (100 seeds) £2.70

See page 21 for Bugle Call.

Nemophila Total Eclipse
Lovely little plant almost jet black with a white picotee edge. Ground hugging. Persistant. 4-6’. HA
1955 (150 seeds) £1.95

Nepeta Pink Cat
Dense flower spikes with a mid pink colour and are more than select. First year flowering.
1958B (20 seeds) £2.45

Nigella African Bride
Beautiful flowers, perfect for cutting and then produces curious black pods. 2’. HA
1971 (200 seeds) £2.25

Nigella Delft Blue
Unique 1½-2” flowers in shades of blue and grey and an intricate deep purple centre. Unusual seed pods for arrangements. 24-36’. HA
1968B (200 seeds) £2.25

See page 15 for Nemesia.
Moondance
A delightful little Poppy with upward facing cup shaped lemon yellow flowers growing to no more than 12" tall. Perfect for the rockery or pots and containers. 12", HP
2022B (100 seeds) £2.40

Pandora
Unique combination of shades from deep burgundy to pinkish red. 20-25", HA
2021D (500 seeds) £2.25

Bridal Silk
Pure unadulterated white field Poppies dazzling in simplicity. Sow in autumn or spring for a real show. 15-20", HA
2021C (500 seeds) £2.25

Lauren’s Grape
Huge cup shaped flowers in deep plum. Breathtaking. 3’, HA
2033 (250 seeds) £2.25

Black Beauty
Fully double, silky flowers create a host of ideas for arranging. Always popular. 3’. HA
2016 (500 seeds) £2.25

Coral Reef
Large flower 5" across in vivid coral pink are produced freely on rather strong stems. 30", HP
2018B (100 seeds) £2.50

Cherry Glow
Intense cherry red annual, leaving decorative seed heads wonderful for drying. 18”-21”. HA
2024B (200 seeds) £2.45

Papaver Moondance Papaver Pandora Papaver Moondance

Papaver Coral Reef Papaver Ladybird Papaver Coral Reef

Falling in Love
Beautiful shades of pink, coral, rose and salmon with semi-double, double or picotee bicoloured blooms. 30”, HA
2023A (250 seeds) £2.25

Hungarian Blue
An easy to grow heirloom ‘bread-seed’ Poppy with striking purple-blue single flowers and dark markings on each petal and followed by attractive seed pods ideal for flower arranging. 2-3’. HA
2023B (500 seeds) £2.05

Ladybird
Reselected and cleaned up. Fire engine red flowers with black blotches on each petal simply overpower the plant. 12-18”. HA
2021 (300 seeds) £2.25

See page 4 for Amazing Grey.
**Speedy Frost F1**
Lovely pale blue flowers with a yellow centre and dark whiskers. It won't fail to delight during the frosty winter months. 6-8". HA
1996C (25 seeds) £2.65

**Strawberry Sundae F1**
Delicious rose, pink and red shades blend together to give an alternate mix for patios. 6-8". HA
2008E (25 seeds) £2.65

**Cello Neon Purple F1**
Stunning Neon Purple large flowers with a striking black blotch. 6-8". HA
2007C (25 seeds) £2.65

**Envy**
Unique olive green shades ideal for borders or containers. 6-8". HA
1993B (25 seeds) £2.65

**Matrix Midnight Glow F1**
Bred to withstand long hot days with a golden yellow centre and lilac petals. Perfect in the Autumn for beds & pots. 8". HA
1994 (25 seeds) £2.65

**Inspire White Blotch F1**
A really fresh look at enormous Pansies. Hardy, long lasting and suitable for autumn or spring. 6-8". HA
1993C (25 seeds) £2.65

**Matrix Solar Flare F1**
Bred to withstand long days when other pansies are under stress. 8". HA
1993E (25 seeds) £2.65

See page 4, 16, 17 & 20 for Cool Wave Strawberry Swirl F1, Inspire Yellow Purple Wing, Rose Medley & Envy.

**Electric Blue**
Wonderful exhilarating blue flower with greeny grey foliage and long blooming season. Good value for money. Don’t miss it! 18"-2'. HP
2045 (25 seeds) £2.85

**Chocolate Drop**
Dark purple to deep burgundy flowers and a pinstriped throat. Sinister and appealing. 2'. HP
2045A (75 seeds) £2.65

**Twizzle Scarlet**
The new generation in Penstemon and Fleuroselect Gold Medal Winner for 2017. Vivid scarlet flowers on tall stems. 30". HP
2046 (25 seeds) £2.85

**Mystica**
Bronze rosettes in the spring followed by multiple stems of large lavender pink flowers. 18". HP
2044A (50 seeds) £2.65

**Carillo Purple F1**
Violet purple hood and clean white throat. Novelty award winner and a strong plant withstanding heat and drought. 8-10". HP
2043F (25 seeds) £2.65

**Twizzle Coral**
Award winning Penstemon with delightful coral pink tubular flowers from early summer to autumn. Likes a sunny position. 35". HP
2046A (25 seeds) £2.85

See page 14 for Penstemon Arabesque Orchid.
A-Z PRLAYA - PHLOX

Orlaya grandiflora White Lace
Delicate lacy umbels of pure white flowers used in bouquets. 24". HA
1982 (25 seeds) £2.50

Petunia Dbl. Duo Salmon
Early flowering salmon coloured double flowers resembling carnations. Delightful. 8-12". HHA
2063 (50 seeds) £3.05

Petunia Dbl. Cascade Orchid Mist
A charming combination of soft pink and orchid mist. 8-12". HHA
2063A (50 seeds) £3.05

Petunia Dbl. Cascade Blue
Spreads quickly and offers a sea of shimmering blue. 9-12". HHA
2060A (50 seeds) £3.05

See page 7 for Penta Glitterati Purple Star.

Phlox

Cherry Caramel
Unique antique appearance with daintly scented caramel blooms.
2075A (200 seeds) £2.25

Art Shades Mixed
The tallest and most desirable colours. 20-26".
2072 (200 seeds) £2.25

Blushing Bride
Clusters of pure white blooms blushed pink. 16-20". HHA
2072A (200 seeds) £2.25

Perennial Phlox Century Hybrids
The newest and brightest colours. An economical way of raising Grandma’s favourite. 2’6”-3’. HP
2067 (30 seeds) £2.75

See page 9 & 14 for Rudbeckia Prairie Glow & Golden Delight.
A-Z PEROVSKIA - SALVIA

**Elite Garden Auriculas**
This aristocratic mix contains both 'show' and 'fancy' varieties which have been hand pollinated over many years. Rolls Royce of Auriculas. 4-6”. HP

- **2131D** (20 seeds) £3.95

**Salvia Oxford Blue**
Gorgeous blue and a sage-like smell. A real gem. 18”-2’. HHP

- **2180** (20 seeds) £2.95

**Primula Victorian Lace**
A popular mix of red, purple and black-brown colours, each with gold or silvery edges. 8”. HP

- **2101C** (20 seeds) £3.95

**Perovskia Blue Steel**
Unusual perennial flowering in its first year with aromatic, silvery foliage and clouds of small blue flowers on strong stems. 4”. HP

- **2046E** (10 seeds) £2.95

**Phlomis tuberosa**
A spectacular plant with ruby red stems and whorls of flowers in attractive candy pink. Each whorl can be 20/30 flowers. Easy to grow. 24-36” HP

- **2066** (20 seeds) £2.75

**Pyrethrum Golden Moss**
Lovely little bedder with bright golden foliage. 4-6”. HP/HHA

- **2141** (200 seeds) £2.50

**Salvia Summer Jewel**
Quick to flower and more compact than other dwarf Salvia. Free flowering variety with long lasting blooms above compact aromatic foliage. Stunning. 15-20” HHA

- **White**
  - **2183A** (30 seeds) £2.75
  - **Lavender**
    - **2183** (30 seeds) £2.75

**Salvias**

- **Salvia patens Oxford Blue**
- **Salvia Summer Jewel White & Lavender**
- **Pyrethrum Golden Moss**

**See page 14 for Salvia Seascape.**

SCABIOSA A-Z

**Scabiosa Oxford Blue**
Deep blue reselected stock with medium sized flowers grown primarily for cutting. 3’. HHA

- **2194** (75 seeds) £2.45

**Scabiosa Salmon Queen**
Salmon pink, fully double, large pin-cushion flowers. One of the easiest Scabious. 3’. HHA

- **2195C** (75 seeds) £2.45

**Scabiosa Black Knight**
Very dark purple pompons. A unique colour and very easy and rewarding. 3’. HHA

- **2193A** (75 seeds) £2.45

**Scabiosa Fire King**
Rich deep burgundy. Makes a nice vase on its own and is very shapely for a Scabious. 3’. HHA

- **2193B** (75 seeds) £2.45

**Scabiosa Snow Maiden**
Long stems of pure white flowers begging to be cut and with a very subtle fragrance. 3’. HHA

- **2194A** (75 seeds) £2.45

**Scabiosa Morgana Yellow**
Rarely seen with creamy apricot-yellow flowers simply pleading to be cut. 3’. HHA

- **2195D** (75 seeds) £2.45

See page 14 & 19 for Fama Deep Blue, Fama White & Pink Diamonds.
A-Z STOCKS

**Sweet Peas are a cottage garden and cut flower classic with beautiful blooms and fragrance.**

**NEW for 2020**

---

**Apricot Punch**
Deliciously scented apricot flowers. 2'-2'6". HHA
2236B (50 seeds) £2.85

**Rainbow Quartet**
A sweetly scented branching Stocks with soft creamy yellow flowers and a lovely blush of rose pink to the petal edges. Different and perfect as a cut flower. 18-24". HHA
2239 (40 seeds) £2.85

**Lavender Blue Punch**
Dense column of lavender blue flowers and a heady perfume. 2'-2'6". HHA
2236C (50 seeds) £2.85

**Cherry Blossom Punch**
Fragrant column of pretty cherry blossom blooms. 2'-2'6". HHA
2234 (50 seeds) £2.85

**Ruby Punch**
Stylish and fashionable with a heavenly scent. 2'-2'6". HHA
2236 (50 seeds) £2.85

**White Punch**
Eskimo white and easily binds the other colours together. 2'-2'6". HHA
2235 (50 seeds) £2.85

**Fruit Punch Mixed**
‘All Weather-All Season’. Seven delicious colours. 2'-2'6". HHA
2236A (50 seeds) £2.85

---

**Blue Ripple**
Lavender blue flecks and ruffled petals makes this variety rather special and deliciously fragrant. HA
2249 (20 seeds) £2.40

**Elegance Deep Red**
Early to bloom with long stems of stunning deep red flowers. Developed for flowering under short day conditions. Climber. HA
2261C (20 seeds) £2.40

**Royal Wedding**
Elegant slightly ruffled pure white blooms with just a hint of cream on long cutting stems. Climber. HA
2258 (20 seeds) £2.40

**Midnight**
Dark, dramatic chocolate-maroon coloured blooms on long cutting stems. Climber. HA
2255 (20 seeds) £2.40

**Elegance Soft Pink**
Like its sister, this delightful Sweet Pea is early to bloom and has the most lovely soft pink flowers. Quite charming. Climber. HA
2261A (20 seeds) £2.40

**Pulsar**
Baby lilac on white just sufficiently blended to produce a delicious bicour. Scented and wonderfully bold flowers. Climber. HA
2258A (20 seeds) £2.40

---

See page 6 & 18 for Tosca Blue Sea & Turkish Delight.

---

For more varieties please see our website www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
Parfumiere Mixed
A deliciously scented selection of the Heirloom varieties. The petals are smaller but the scent is overwhelming. HA
2260B (25 seeds) £2.50

Our Harry
Named after our oldest Seed Packer Harry who sadly passed away in 2014 and is greatly missed. Furthermore 50p of every packet sold will go to our local Childrens’ Hospice. HA
2257 (20 seeds) £2.40

Prince of Orange
Striking orange with a touch of clashing pink. Originally bred in the USA in 1928. Scarce. HA
2253C (20 seeds) £2.40

Wilderness
A classic blend of Spencer type Sweet Peas in a cool and soothing mixture of blues. HA
2263D (20 seeds) £2.40

Heaven Scent
Very frilly apricot pink on a cream background, this long-stemmed sweetly scented variety is ideal for the garden and for cutting. HA
2263C (20 seeds) £2.40

North Shore
Heavily scented. Richly bicoloured in navy blue and violet for a desirable Sweet Pea. Climber. HA
2262C (20 seeds) £2.40

Berry Kiss
A three way mix of luscious autumn berry colours in pink, rose and mulberry wine.
2258C (20 seeds) £2.40

Old Times
Scented frilly white blooms with delicate mauve markings along the edges of the petals. HA
2258D (20 seeds) £2.40

See page 12 for Heathcliff.

Matucana
The original Sweet Pea of 1699. The perfume is staggering. HA
1758 (20 seeds) £2.40

Spanish Dancer
Blush cream and rose with a distinctive picotee edge. HHA
2260C (20 seeds) £2.40

Twilight
A fragrant mixture of ‘Spencer’ Sweet Peas in twilight blue, purple and dusky pink shades. HA
2258B (20 seeds) £2.40
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**A-Z STOKESIA - THUNBERGIA**

**Stokesia laevis Blue Star**
Really beautiful plant with huge Cornflower-like heads in Wedgewood blue. Hardy old fashioned perennial border plant. 18". HP

- **2230 (20 seeds)** £3.50

**Thalictrum Drifting Clouds**
Tall back of the border item with lovely fluffy heads. 4-6". HP

- **2273A (30 seeds)** £2.95

**Stylomecon Copper Queen**
Madagascan copper red flowers with a delicious Lily of the Valley scent. Easily grown. 16". HA/HHA

- **2244A (50 seeds)** £2.95

**Thunbergia Desert Sandstorm**
Purest yellow climber smothered with flowers. Climber. HHA

- **2274C (20 seeds)** £2.85

**Thunbergia African Sunset**
Watermelon pink with a black ‘beauty spot’. Climber. HHA

- **2274A (8 seeds)** £2.95

**Tithonia Fiesta Del Sol**
Compact and earlier blooming and butterflies love it! Deserves a patio position. 2'6". HHA

- **2281 (50 seeds)** £2.50

**Trifolium Red Feathers**
Unusual and attractive. Clover-like foliage with strong stems of purplish-red flowers. 12-24". HP

- **2287 (50 seeds)** £2.50

**Trollius Amber Queen**
Huge golden orange ‘buttercups’ for woodland or ponds. 2'6". HP

- **2289 (30 seeds)** £2.75

**Tweedia caerulea Heavenly Blue**
Beautiful climbing plant from South America with the most heavenly clear blue flowers. HHP

- **2297 (30 seeds)** £3.95

**Verbascum S. Charm F1**
A lovely cut flower and border plant in charming shades. 2'-4'. HP/HB

- **2302A (20 seeds)** £3.95

**See page 7, 13, 14 & 20 for Verbascum Snowy Spires, Verbena Twister, Verbascum Flush of White & Trifolium Frosty Feathers.**

For more varieties please see our website www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
A-Z VIOLAS

Finally, after years of trying we have stock of this stunning little Viola. Golden flowers with inky blue petals on compact plants, perfect for pots. 6-8". HA
2333 (25 seeds) £2.65

Sorbet Carmine Rose F1
Petite flowers with a uniform habit. Extremely weather tolerant and a prolific bloomer. 6-8". HA
2326E (25 seeds) £2.65

Mini Frizzle Sizzle Tapestry Mixed F1
Unique and dainty ruffled flowers in a gorgeous mix providing a tapestry of colour. 6-8". HA
2329D (25 seeds) £2.65

Corina Terracotta F1
A beautiful orange eventually fading into purple. Suitable for spring and autumn alike. 6-8". HA
2332A (25 seeds) £2.25

Sorbet Neptune F1
Brand new for 2020. Lovely fresh blue flowers splashed with pale lemon and inky blue markings. Extremely winter hardy. 6-8". HA
2328A (25 seeds) £2.65

Sorbet True Blue F1
Perfect blue this Viola is compact and eye-catching. 6-8". HA
2326C (25 seeds) £2.65

Sorbet Coconut Swirl F1
A stunning little viola with an unusual white flower and blue picotee edge. 6-8". HA
2326B (25 seeds) £2.65

Penny Denim Jump Up F1
Astonishing colour. Highly recommended. 4-6". HA
2327A (25 seeds) £2.65

Chicky Chicks
A lovely little bunch with all the colours of the rainbow. Good for containers and edging. 4". HA
2332A (25 seeds) £2.25

See page 19 for Honey Bee.
VERBENA-WALLFLOWER

**VERBENA**

**Santos Purple**
A first year flowering perennial. Wonderful for landscaping and a survivor in extreme heat. 12”. HP

**2312A £2.65**
(50 seeds)

**NEW for 2020**

**DWARF PERENNIAL VERBENA**

**Santos Purple**
A first year flowering perennial. Wonderful for landscaping and a survivor in extreme heat. 12”. HP

**2312A £2.65**
(50 seeds)

**NEW for 2020**

**WALLFLOWER A-Z**

**Orange Sunset F1**
Sweetly scented deep orange Wallflower with a hint of gold to the petal edges. A reliable ‘must have’ plant ideal for large pots or as a ‘drift’ in the border. 12-15”. HB

**2342 £2.75**
(25 seeds)

**NEW for 2020**

**Sugar Rush Red F1**
Deep bright red and an adorable perfume with larger flowers than the average. Grow as a single colour for best effect. 12”. HB

**2336B £2.75**
(25 seeds)

**NEW for 2020**

**Sugar Rush Primrose F1**
Soft primrose flowers with a gorgeous fragrance and a RHS award winner too. 12”. HB

**2342I (25 seeds) £2.75**

**NEW for 2020**

**Sugar Rush Purple F1**
Larger flowers than the standard Wallflower and is a very appealing lavender purple. As a single bed this colour is outstanding and an adorable fragrance. 12”. HB

**2336A (25 seeds) £2.75**

**NEW for 2020**

**Sugar Rush F1 Mix**
New British breeding has produced a vigorous hybrid with all the old fashioned sweet fragrance from yesteryear. Five delicious colours. Very long lasting, this delightful mix heralds the Spring. 12”. HB

**2342A £2.95**
(30 seeds)

**NEW for 2020**

**Ruby Gem**
Old as the hills and still as popular today. 1½’. HB

**2344B (250 seeds) £2.40**

**Cloth of Gold**
An ancient variety with sweetly scented golden flowers. 1½’. HB

**2344C (250 seeds) £2.40**

**Giant Pink**
Delightful, sweetly scented and bright pink. Easy to grow and perfect for large pots or planted as a ‘drift’ in the border. 18”. HB

**2344A (250 seeds) £2.40**

**NEW for 2020**

**County Cream**
Rich but not overpowering and eventually fading to a linen white. Long lasting. 12-18”. HB

**2344D (250 seeds) £2.40**

**NEW for 2020**

**Ellen Wilmot**
Born in 1934. Mouthwatering Watermelon pink and a perfume beyond description. 12-18”. HB

**2343A (250 seeds) £2.40**

**NEW for 2020**

**Cottage Perfume**
All the colours rarely seen. A glorious scent. 12-18”. HB

**2344 (300 seeds) £2.40**

**NEW for 2020**

**Sweetly Scented Cottage Wallflowers**

**Ruby Gem**
Old as the hills and still as popular today. 1½’. HB

**2344B (250 seeds) £2.40**

**Cloth of Gold**
An ancient variety with sweetly scented golden flowers. 1½’. HB

**2344C (250 seeds) £2.40**

**Giant Pink**
Delightful, sweetly scented and bright pink. Easy to grow and perfect for large pots or planted as a ‘drift’ in the border. 18”. HB

**2344A (250 seeds) £2.40**

**NEW for 2020**

**County Cream**
Rich but not overpowering and eventually fading to a linen white. Long lasting. 12-18”. HB

**2344D (250 seeds) £2.40**

**NEW for 2020**

**Ellen Wilmot**
Born in 1934. Mouthwatering Watermelon pink and a perfume beyond description. 12-18”. HB

**2343A (250 seeds) £2.40**

**NEW for 2020**

**Cottage Perfume**
All the colours rarely seen. A glorious scent. 12-18”. HB

**2344 (300 seeds) £2.40**

**NEW for 2020**

**New British breeding has produced a vigorous hybrid with all the old fashioned sweet fragrance from yesteryear. Five delicious colours. Very long lasting, this delightful mix heralds the Spring. 12”. HB**

**2342A £2.95**
(30 seeds)

**NEW for 2020**

**Wallflower Orange Sunset F1**
Sweetly scented deep orange Wallflower with a hint of gold to the petal edges. A reliable ‘must have’ plant ideal for large pots or as a ‘drift’ in the border. 12-15”. HB

**2342 £2.75**
(25 seeds)

**NEW for 2020**

**Wallflower Sugar Rush F1 Mix**
New British breeding has produced a vigorous hybrid with all the old fashioned sweet fragrance from yesteryear. Five delicious colours. Very long lasting, this delightful mix heralds the Spring. 12”. HB

**2342A £2.95**
(30 seeds)

**NEW for 2020**

**Wallflower County Cream**
Rich but not overpowering and eventually fading to a linen white. Long lasting. 12-18”. HB

**2344D (250 seeds) £2.40**

**NEW for 2020**

**Wallflower Ellen Wilmot**
Born in 1934. Mouthwatering Watermelon pink and a perfume beyond description. 12-18”. HB

**2343A (250 seeds) £2.40**

**NEW for 2020**

**Wallflower Cottage Perfume**
All the colours rarely seen. A glorious scent. 12-18”. HB

**2344 (300 seeds) £2.40**

For more varieties please see our website

www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
A-Z ZINNIA

Cupcakes Pink Shades
Unusual fully double cushions on a single row of petals. Showy and wind resistant. 30". HHA
2391 (40 seeds) £2.95

Florist Mixed F1
Fabulously showy, free-flowering, brightly coloured blooms ideal for sunny beds, borders and containers. 3-3½'. HHA
2381 (40 seeds) £2.95

Aztec Sunset Mixed
An excellent mixture with some striking unique double colours. Well-branching, compact habit with mildew resistance. 12½'. HHA
2399 (30 seeds) £2.95

Oklahoma Ivory
Petite double and semi-double blooms in shades of ivory. Lovely as wedding flowers. 30-40". HHA
2415 (30 seeds) £2.75

Aztec Burgundy Bicolour
Stunning burgundy, fully double and liberally splashed with cream upper petals. 12". HHA
2394 (25 seeds) £2.60

Inca
Fully double, bright orange cactus flowered and the most beautiful of cut flowers. 36". HHA
2398 (100 seeds) £2.60

Queen Lime Blush
A stunning blend of lime green and purple with double and semi double flowers. 30-40". HHA
2414 (30 seeds) £2.95

Senora
A very large and impressive Dahlia flowered Zinnia in ‘blushed orange’. Perfect for cutting. 36". HHA
2389 (100 seeds) £2.60

peruvian Andes Jewel
Ornamental plant with outstanding tolerance to temperatures and excellent disease resistance. Tall plants adorned with a profusion of simple red flowers. 2'6". HHA
2403 (40 seeds) £2.60

Starburst Rose F1
Rose and white bicolor blooms on disease resistant plants. Outstanding! 1-1½'. HHA
2369 (25 seeds) £3.25

Zahara Sunburst F1
Outstanding gold colour with red stripes to brighten any cloudy day. A Gold Medal Winner. 12-18". HHA
2384 (25 seeds) £3.25

New for 2020

**Carrot Bolero F1**
Sweet and juicy this reliable variety has delicious 7-8" bright orange crunchy roots with an excellent eating quality both fresh and after long term storage.

- Variety: 0132B
- Pack Size: 650 seeds
- Price: £2.95

**Cucumber Picolino F1**
An attractive new Cocktail Cucumber which is slightly larger and more uniform than Iznik and with glossy, thin, dark green skin but with the same delicious old fashioned nutty flavour.

- Variety: 0169A
- Pack Size: 6 seeds
- Price: £3.95

**Beetroot Subeto F1**
This new delicious deep crimson Beetroot has attractive round roots and strong purple stems. Enjoy as Baby Beet or when fully matured.

- Variety: 0110C
- Pack Size: 200 seeds
- Price: £2.35

**Pepper Sweet Confetti**
Eye-catching variegated leaves and sweet thin walled chameleon coloured fruits perfect for eating fresh at any stage and best for containers or small spaces.

- Variety: 0262E
- Pack Size: 10 seeds
- Price: £2.75

**Sprouting Cauliflower Fioretto**
For the adventurous we have something rather unique! Sweeter than a traditional Cauliflower and with an amazingly nutty flavour. Fast growing and delicious. Eye-catching paired with purple sprouting Broccoli.

- Variety: 0135P
- Pack Size: 15 seeds
- Price: £2.95

**Squash Mashed Potatoes**
Resembling mashed potatoes when cooked, this striking white Acorn Squash will provide a delicious source of Vitamin C for all the family.

- Variety: 0309C
- Pack Size: 10 seeds
- Price: £2.50

**All Star Gourmet Salad Leaves**
A stand out designer mixture! Unique leaf shapes with ruffled edges and a fancy appearance in a delicious mix of green oak-leaf, red oak-leaf, green romaine, red romaine and lollo rossa.

- Variety: 0209D
- Pack Size: 500 seeds
- Price: £2.40

**Tomato Honeycomb**
An exquisitely flavoured golden orange Tomato with the cherry sized fruit elegantly arranged on long trusses. Exceptional flavour providing a honey-like aftertaste.

- Variety: 0501
- Pack Size: 15 seeds
- Price: £3.50

**Dwarf Bean Red Swan**
Deep rose-purple coloured 4-6" pods are long, flat and stringless turning bright green when cooked so best steamed to retain their colour. This wonderful heirloom variety has tan coloured seeds which can be used as a dry bean in soups and stews. Bush habit. 55 days.

- Variety: 0186F
- Pack Size: 75 seeds
- Price: £2.65

**Courgette Griller Mixed**
A lovely mixture of three colours specifically bred for the BBQ. Very easy to pick as the plants have an ‘open’ habit.

- Variety: 0144
- Pack Size: 12 seeds
- Price: £2.95

**Tomato Honeycomb**
An exquisitely flavoured golden orange Tomato with the cherry sized fruit elegantly arranged on long trusses. Exceptional flavour providing a honey-like aftertaste.

- Variety: 0501
- Pack Size: 15 seeds
- Price: £3.50

**Dwarf Bean Red Swan**
Deep rose-purple coloured 4-6" pods are long, flat and stringless turning bright green when cooked so best steamed to retain their colour. This wonderful heirloom variety has tan coloured seeds which can be used as a dry bean in soups and stews. Bush habit. 55 days.

- Variety: 0186F
- Pack Size: 75 seeds
- Price: £2.65

**Carrot Bolero F1**
Sweet and juicy this reliable variety has delicious 7-8" bright orange crunchy roots with an excellent eating quality both fresh and after long term storage.

- Variety: 0132B
- Pack Size: 650 seeds
- Price: £2.95

**Cucumber Picolino F1**
An attractive new Cocktail Cucumber which is slightly larger and more uniform than Iznik and with glossy, thin, dark green skin but with the same delicious old fashioned nutty flavour.

- Variety: 0169A
- Pack Size: 6 seeds
- Price: £3.95

**Beetroot Subeto F1**
This new delicious deep crimson Beetroot has attractive round roots and strong purple stems. Enjoy as Baby Beet or when fully matured.

- Variety: 0110C
- Pack Size: 200 seeds
- Price: £2.35

**Pepper Sweet Confetti**
Eye-catching variegated leaves and sweet thin walled chameleon coloured fruits perfect for eating fresh at any stage and best for containers or small spaces.

- Variety: 0262E
- Pack Size: 10 seeds
- Price: £2.75

**Sprouting Cauliflower Fioretto**
For the adventurous we have something rather unique! Sweeter than a traditional Cauliflower and with an amazingly nutty flavour. Fast growing and delicious. Eye-catching paired with purple sprouting Broccoli.

- Variety: 0135P
- Pack Size: 15 seeds
- Price: £2.95

**Squash Mashed Potatoes**
Resembling mashed potatoes when cooked, this striking white Acorn Squash will provide a delicious source of Vitamin C for all the family.

- Variety: 0309C
- Pack Size: 10 seeds
- Price: £2.50

**All Star Gourmet Salad Leaves**
A stand out designer mixture! Unique leaf shapes with ruffled edges and a fancy appearance in a delicious mix of green oak-leaf, red oak-leaf, green romaine, red romaine and lollo rossa.

- Variety: 0209D
- Pack Size: 500 seeds
- Price: £2.40
**FAVOURITE VEGETABLES**

**NEW for 2020**

### Basil
- **Try Me**
  - Red Basil, Genovese
  - Basil & Serrated edged Basil - all three varieties pelleted together to give a constantly fresh aroma. Our favourite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>0192B</td>
<td>£2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genovese</td>
<td>0498</td>
<td>£3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serrated edged</td>
<td>0499</td>
<td>£3.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Lettuce Little Gem Intred
An upright compact Little Gem with reddish-purple outer leaves and an appealing red heart and flavour. Ideal for adding colour to a salad.

- **0213** (250 seeds) £2.40

### Pink Cauliflower Parmac F1
A unique pink variety with uniform heads and fine beads which turns to violet when cooked and to fuchsia with vinegar. Use raw in salads.

- **0135H** (25 seeds) £3.25

### Courgette Zephyr
Bottle shaped Zucchini with a yellow top half and pale green bottom half. Flavour wise, superlative.

- **0140D** (10 seeds) £2.95

### Chilli Pepper Spangles
An attractive variety which ripen from light purple through white, to orange and finally bright red. With a fairly mild heat and a sweet fragrant flavour they make the most delicious Sweet Chilli sauce. Not to be missed!

- **0257B** £2.75 (10 seeds)

### Cucumber Goblin
Delicious little 4-6" Cucumbers, perfect for the patio, snacking and pickling. Compact, leafy plants have an exceptional yield of up to 55 fruit per plant. Resistant to downy mildew.

- **0180A** (20 seeds) £2.20

### Broad Bean Karmazyn
Unusual pink variety. A ‘must’ for anybody wanting something a bit different. This compact growing bean will produce a bountiful crop of tasty colourful beans. (Best steamed which normally protects the colour).

- **0122A** (25 seeds) £1.95

### Tomato Funny Plums
New plant breeding has produced plum shaped Tomatoes which uniquely develop above the leaves and spread like a blanket over the foliage. Dwarf and compact growing up to 8". The leaves are very heat tolerant and the fruit are deliciously sweet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>0500</td>
<td>£3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>0496</td>
<td>£3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>0499</td>
<td>£3.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### New for 2020

For more varieties please see our website [www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk](http://www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk)
FAVOURITE VEGETABLES

**Buttonhole Kale Starmaker**
A brand new variety which, in contrast to tradition, features large leaves enveloping a central heart in an eye-catching purple colour. Selected for its mild and sweet flavour.
0118D (25 seeds) £2.95

**Kale Emerald Ice**
This new variety has probably the best eating qualities of all the Kales. The ruffled textured leaves have a contrasting striking white centre as they mature with a very sweet flavour and a crisp texture. Excellent winter hardiness.
0119F (25 seeds) £2.95

**Kale Midnight Sun**
This stunning new Kale has sweet, green ruffled leaves with a striking pink vein running throughout. It is the best variety to use as a Baby Leaf but also works well as a mature plant too.
0119C £2.95
(25 seeds)

**Radish Diana**
A unique round radish with a distinctive purple skin and a white tip. Easy to grow, fast maturing and this new colour break will really liven up your salad bowl.
0300 (250 seeds) £2.10

**Chilli Pepper Lancer F1**
Slender upright bright red Chillies with an outstanding smokey flavour. One of the most useful Chilli Peppers. Perfect for drying or for Chilli powder.
0262A (10 seeds) £2.75

**Spinach Rubino**
A delicious red-veined variety with attractive paddle shaped leaves. An ideal Baby Leaf variety best suited to spring and autumn sowings.
0308E (300 seeds) £2.35

**Melon Tasty Bites F1**
Pale yellow-skinned Melons with deep orange flesh are deliciously sweet. These Mini Melons are just right for 2 servings and offer high yields of 1lb fruit.
0220 (10 seeds) £2.65

**Turnip Goldana F1**
A main crop variety with tender uniform yellow fleshted roots together with an absolutely superb flavour.
0521B (200 seeds) £2.50

**Cucumber Merlin**
Easy to grow, all female variety best grown in an unheated greenhouse or polytunnel. With one or two delicious 'mid' sized fruit produced at every node every few days, Merlin's 'magic' includes a good resistance to powdery mildew, some resistance to downy mildew and cucumber mosaic virus.
0174 £3.95
(8 seeds)

**Dwarf Bean Faraday**
One of the best new Dwarf French Beans for some time producing a high yield of slender, uniform green beans over a long harvesting period. With good disease resistance this new variety is a real 'must' for the kitchen garden.
0187A £2.65
(75 seeds)

NEW for 2020

For more varieties please see our website

www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
**FAVOURITE VEGETABLES**

**RECOMMENDED**

- **Mini Cucumber Socrates F1**
  A generous crop of Mini Cucumbers with that real old fashioned nutty flavour and tolerates inclement weather better than most. Delicious.
  0167 (6 seeds) £3.95

- **Mustard Wasabina**
  Light green serrated leaves with a delicious hot spicy Wasabi-like flavour. The very ruffled leaves have curly edges and are best cooked. A good cool season annual.
  0211 (400 seeds) £2.45

- **Carrot Ruby Prince F1**
  Delicious crunchy Carrots at their best not only red on the outside but red on the inside too! Best sown during the late spring and harvested as a main crop Carrot later in the year.
  0131E (350 seeds) £2.95

- **Samphire**
  Asparagus-like in flavour the tender shoots are delicious when steamed and make a wonderful accompaniment to fish. Found wild on the mudflats and marshes near the coast. Instructions provided.
  0213A (150 seeds) £2.75

- **Sweet Corn Golden Eagle**
  A very early Super Sweet variety with medium sized cobs of intense flavour and exceptionally tender.
  0315A (40 seeds) £2.85

- **Sweet Corn Golden Eagle**
  A very early Super Sweet variety with medium sized cobs of intense flavour and exceptionally tender.
  0315A (40 seeds) £2.85

- **Tomato Sub Arctic Plenty**
  Considered to be one of the world’s earliest tomatoes, Sub Arctic Plenty is a compact plant producing lots of medium to large 4-6oz red fruits. It is one of the best tomatoes for cool growing conditions. Bush. 42 days from transplanting.
  0504 (30 seeds) £1.95

- **Tomato Orange Paruche F1**
  One of the finest tasting orange cherry tomatoes. Vigorous and quick growing with giant clusters of glossy 1” fruit. Packed with vitamins they measure 9 on the Brix sweetness scale. Can grow indoors or out. Cordon. 67 days from transplanting.
  0491 (12 seeds) £3.50

- **Climbing Bean Python**
  Grow indoors or outdoors and marvel at the enormous production of long round and straight pods with a silky texture and superlative flavour. This new introduction produces generous clusters of attractive green beans up to 15cm in length.
  0183E (50 seeds) £2.65

**NEW for 2020**

- **Courgette Easy Pick Series F1**
  Self pollinating fruit with a spineless habit so picking is a cinch and even more so as the fruit is simply twisted off the main plant. A perfect candidate for containers.
  0141D Gold (10 seeds) £2.95
  0141E Green (10 seeds) £2.95

**THE WORLD’S EARLIEST TOMATO**

- **Tomato Sub Arctic Plenty**
  Considered to be one of the world’s earliest tomatoes, Sub Arctic Plenty is a compact plant producing lots of medium to large 4-6oz red fruits. It is one of the best tomatoes for cool growing conditions. Bush. 42 days from transplanting.
  0504 (30 seeds) £1.95

**For more varieties please see our website** www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
**Tomato Atlas**
The first ever Beefsteak Tomato that can be grown outside your backdoor! Enjoy huge ‘slices’ of big tasty Toms with that old time flavour all summer. Grows neatly in 24" tubs on warm decks or patios. Bush. 55 days from transplanting.
0494 (15 seeds) £2.95

**Simply Salad Alfresco Mix**
An exciting mix with Red and Green Lettuce, Rocket and Raddichio all contained within a single pellet. Sow 2-3 pellets in a 6" pot for an enduring alfresco salad.
0214D £2.95
(25 pellets)

**Pea Oscar**
Fully 10-12 Peas to a pod with twin pods make this a real winner. An early variety suitable for freezing.
0234B (200 seeds) £2.45

**Sweet Corn Vanilla Sweet**
This extra sweet type is really the tops. Eaten raw or cooked the flavour is outstanding and every cob fills to the top. Our favourite in trials.
0322 £2.85
(40 seeds)

**Cabbage Kalidos Improved**
A good overhaul has produced a smaller Cabbage with delicate leaves much better for pickling and cooking. Retains its colour when cooked.
0128 (150 seeds) £2.20

**Pea Half Pint**
Marvellous for cold frame production but really novel for pot production at just 12-15" tall. Perfect for a table centrepiece and snacking guests!
0234 (30 seeds) £2.25

**Carrot Rainbow Improved Mix**
The most distinctive colour range yet - Yellow, White, Scarlet and Orange. Refreshingly different for main meals and we invite you to give them a whirl.
0129D (350 seeds) £2.95

**Leek Chef’s White**
A quick maturing variety producing huge delicious Leeks with succulent white stems which can be harvested in the autumn and winter. Easy to grow.
0208B (150 seeds) £2.65

**Kale Red Ruble**
Ideal for baby leaf crops with a distinctive dark wine-red colour to its Red Russian style leaves. The iron content is ten times higher than for other kale varieties.
0118E (200 seeds) £2.10

**Courgette Romanesco Latino**
Both compact and erect habit makes this attractive ribbed Courgette both novel after cooking and unrecognisable raw in salads. Harvest with the flower and serve as a starter.
0141C £3.05
(8 seeds)
**Chinese Cabbage Scarlette F1**
Red coloured heart leave and deep pink outer leaves. Exceptionally delicious eaten leaf by leaf with a sprinkling of salt and vinegar. Plant from June onwards to fill the gap almost until Christmas. Highly recommended.

0159A (25 seeds) £2.95

**Pea Twinset**
Luscious twin podded Peas giving twice the crop with 10 peas per pod. Dwarf to medium height supplying Peas like never before.

0233C (200 seeds) £2.45

**Spaghetti Squash Angel Hair F1**
A small fruited variety perfect for single servings with a sweet and nutty flavour.

0309B (6 seeds) £2.35

**Rocket Uber**
High quality serrated leaves with an improved flavour. Thicker and darker green leaves give the plant an erect habit for ease of harvesting.

0203G (500 seeds) £2.35

**Pepper Sweet Heat**
Exceptionally early cropping if grown in a container. Sweet and mildly spicy and can be eaten green or red. Very refreshing and surprising large fruit for a dwarf plant.

0258A (10 seeds) £2.95

**Simply Salad Global Gourmet**
A real gastronomic mix of leafy salads including Asian greens all contained in one large pellet. Novel, easy and remarkably productive.

0216G (25 pellets) £2.95

**Carrot Short ‘N’ Sweet**
Easily grown in containers, this novel variety is exceptionally sweet and bright orange. Only 4-5" long bred specifically for poor soil. Juicing is a dream.

0133 (650 seeds) £2.40

**Edamame Green Shell**
As easy to grow as French Beans, they are a popular snack in upmarket restaurants and a delicacy in Japan. Small pods contain green beans which can be cooked in their pods and give a nutty flavoured snack.

WARNING. Do not eat Edamane Beans raw.

0189A (50 seeds) £2.75

**Butternut Squash Honey Nut**
Space saving bush type plants grow no larger than 4-5’ long bearing 3-5 butternut shaped fruits. A great source of Vitamin A and will keep for months.

0314B (10 seeds) £2.95

**Edamame Green Shell**
As easy to grow as French Beans, they are a popular snack in upmarket restaurants and a delicacy in Japan. Small pods contain green beans which can be cooked in their pods and give a nutty flavoured snack.

WARNING. Do not eat Edamane Beans raw.

0189A (50 seeds) £2.75

**Coriander Cruiser**
Compact new variety with good branching habit. Vigorous, shiny green leaves and easily pot grown.

0198E £2.25
(150 seeds)
**Pepper Red Top F1**
The very first British bred F1 Hybrid with exceptional flavour. Nicely shaped roots and very popular.
0314C (250 seeds) £2.40

**Pea Sugar Flash**
A unique Pea which grows in pairs and is dual purpose. Picked early for Mangetout or grown on for stringless Snap Peas. Highly recommended.
0217 (150 seeds) £2.15

**Swede Tyne F1**
The very first British bred F1 Hybrid with exceptional flavour. Nicely shaped roots and very popular.
0314C (250 seeds) £2.40

**Dwarf Bean Amethyst**
An exceptionally flavoursome stringless Bean with 6" pods and the BEST bean today. Huge crop.
0186D (75 seeds) £2.65

**Spinach Violin F1**
Fast growing, small smooth leaf type with above average resistance to bolting. Reliable modern variety.
0308I (300 seeds) £2.35

**Endless Summer Salad**
A selection of Lettuce enclosed in a single pellet! Sow 2-3 pellets in a 6" pot for enduring summer salad.
0215H (25 pellets) £2.95

**Fenugreek Solaris F1**
Very fast growing variety, ideally suited for Spring/ early Summer production. Matures in just 73 days.
0211J (50 seeds) £2.25

**Courgette Patio Star F1**
Baby fruit by the dozen on a compact plant perfectly at home in a container and mildew tolerant.
0139D (10 seeds) £2.95

**Swede Tyne F1**
The very first British bred F1 Hybrid with exceptional flavour. Nicely shaped roots and very popular.
0314C (250 seeds) £2.40

**Radish Milano Mixed**
Outstanding formula mix of the popular shapes and sizes all maturing together.
0298C (350 seeds) £2.10

**Aubergine Meatball**
The mightiest, meatiest eggplant to ever grace the plate. 4-5" fruit can be sliced into ¾" pieces and is as juicy to any meaty tomato.
0103A (10 seeds) £2.75

**Beetroot Bolder**
A new introduction making Beetroot a popular hot vegetable and long past the pickling only era. Delicious and attractive, retaining colour after cooking.
0112B (100 seeds) £2.25

**Courgette Patio Star F1**
Baby fruit by the dozen on a compact plant perfectly at home in a container and mildew tolerant.
0139D (10 seeds) £2.95

**Pea Sugar Flash**
A unique Pea which grows in pairs and is dual purpose. Picked early for Mangetout or grown on for stringless Snap Peas. Highly recommended.
0217 (150 seeds) £2.15

**Fenugreek Solaris F1**
Very fast growing variety, ideally suited for Spring/ early Summer production. Matures in just 73 days.
0211J (50 seeds) £2.25

**Swede Tyne F1**
The very first British bred F1 Hybrid with exceptional flavour. Nicely shaped roots and very popular.
0314C (250 seeds) £2.40

**Beetroot Bolder**
A new introduction making Beetroot a popular hot vegetable and long past the pickling only era. Delicious and attractive, retaining colour after cooking.
0112B (100 seeds) £2.25

**Dwarf Bean Amethyst**
An exceptionally flavoursome stringless Bean with 6" pods and the BEST bean today. Huge crop.
0186D (75 seeds) £2.65

**Spinach Violin F1**
Fast growing, small smooth leaf type with above average resistance to bolting. Reliable modern variety.
0308I (300 seeds) £2.35
### AUBERGINES

#### Amethyst F1
- Jewel-like colour with masses of fruit on a small plant. Spineless with flowers and silver foliage. 22".  
  - **0107B** (10 seeds) **£2.85**

#### Striped Toga
- Stunning striped fruit turning from two tone green to two tone orange. Just 1" wide and 3" long. Strong flavoured but not bitter.  
  - **0108C** (30 seeds) **£2.25**

#### Jackpot F1
- Early, vigorous and a prolific cropper. Ideally suited for the Lilliput garden or container. 22".  
  - **0107C** (10 seeds) **£2.85**

#### Yellow Thai
- An heirloom variety with small 3" white oval fruit which turn golden-yellow as they mature.  
  - **0108D** (30 seeds) **£2.25**

---

### BEETROOT

#### Red Ace F1
- A superb culinary and showbench variety. Unblemished deep red flesh and globe shaped roots.  
  - **0117** £2.35 (150 seeds)

---

#### Listada de Gandia
- Ornamental in appearance, reliable in production and very thin skins. Recommended. 80-90 days.  
  - **0106A** (30 seeds) **£2.25**

#### Hansel & Gretel F1
- Bitter free mini Eggplants in purple.  
  - **0105B** (10 seeds) **£2.85**

#### Gretel F1
- AAS Awarded ivory mini Eggplant. 3-4" growing in groups.  
  - **0105C** (10 seeds) **£2.85**

#### Blankoma
- Ice white and globe shaped. Reputedly better tasting than red beet and the leaf is a secondary vegetable.  
  - **0118** (200 seeds) **£2.15**

---

#### New for 2020

- See page 79 & 90 for Beetroot Subeto F1 and Boldor.
Rhonda F1
An exciting introduction, Rhonda is about 10 days later than the standard maturing varieties. Sow from mid April and enjoy high quality round, smooth skinned roots which store well and retain their flavour.
0112A (150 seeds) £2.45

Bolivar
Very smooth dark red skin. Uniformly round and extremely vigorous with upright foliage - an advantage when thinning. Resists bolting to the very end. Delicious.
0111A (250 seeds) £2.15

Cylindra
AGM. Long stump rooted variety, easy to slice, superb texture and flavour. Being this shape permits closer spacing and higher yields.
0113 (200 seeds) £1.00

Cheltenham Mono
Renowned for their excellent flavour and keeping qualities.
0110A (150 seeds) £2.10

CUSTOMER FAVOURITE
Sunset Mixed
Here’s an opportunity to try the full range of colours. Delicious for salads and an unusual winter bedding plant.
0118A (200 seeds) £2.95

Chioggia
Pink and white globe shaped variety not unlike a dartboard and attractive sliced carefully.
0110 (200 seeds) £2.10

Cylindra

Swiss Chard
Bright Lights
Decorative vegetable with attractive stems throughout the year in gold, pink, orange, red and white plus green or bronze leaves.
0116 (150 seeds) £2.75

Swiss Chard
Yellow Canary
Brilliant canary yellow stems in the dead of winter with deep green blistered leaves and one of the few winter vegetables still growing.
0116B (150 seeds) £2.75

Swiss Chard
Red Magic
Can outrun any variety and you will have a job keeping pace. Brilliant, vigorous bright red stems versatile in cooking and great as a ‘dot’ plant. 18-25”.
0118B (50 seeds) £2.75

Borecole Curly Kale Afro
Old fashioned greens as hardy as you’ll find. Sow in May. Harvest in September-March.
0119 (150 seeds) £2.10

Simply Salad Kale
Storm Mix
The very first All Kale Salad Mix contained within a single pellet including frilly leaved, purple and blue types. Lasts ages, no bolting.
0210E (25 pellets) £2.95

Borecole Curly Kale Afro

Borecole Redbor F1
Distinctive red leaves and a bumper crop from this different variety. Excellent winter hardiness!
0119A (50 seeds) £2.50

Cabbage Black Magic
A very refined selection of Borecole Nero de Toscana more suitable for fine dining now that the tenderness has been included. Dark, rich looking and full of goodness.
0119D (50 seeds) £2.15

With excellent winter hardiness Kale is a useful winter vegetable at a time when fresh garden produce is so scarce.

Borecole Curly Kale Afro

Borecole Redbor F1

Cabbage Black Magic

Simply Salad Kale Storm Mix

See page 82 & 87 for more kale.
**NEW for 2020**

**Santee F1**
A never ending producer of immaculate juicy curds. Sow successively March-June for enormous crops June-Nov.
0124E (50 seeds) £2.95

**Sprouting Red Fire F1**
The most cold-hardy variety for overwintering we know, with sweet and tender 6-8” bright purple florets harvesting in Feb-Mar when many fresh greens are so scarce.
0125F (50 seeds) £2.95

**Sprouting Mendocino F1**
A convenient variety to follow Santee and Rioja giving 6-7 months of cropping for this sumptuous tender crop.
0124F (50 seeds) £2.95

**CUSTOMER FAVOURITES**

**White Sprouting Burbank F1**
The first British bred F1 White Sprouting Broccoli which will give an abundance of attractive tasty spears in Feb-March.
0125D (50 seeds) £2.95

**Early Purple Sprouting Red Spear**
0124 (150 seeds) £1.95

**THE BEST COLD HARDY VARIETY FOR OVER-WINTERING**

**Purple Sprouting Rioja F1**
If you ‘missed the boat’ in April, here is your chance to sow as late as August and still crop in Feb/March. A useful partner to Santee.
0125 (50 seeds) £2.95

**Apollo F1**
Long juicy stems which can be eaten right up to the flower bud stage with very attractive yields.
0123G (35 seeds) £2.95

**Monclano F1**
Firm domed heads with fine beads on strong smooth stems. The most delicious flavour. High yielding with good mildew resistance.
0125E (25 seeds) £2.95

**Marathon F1**
The World’s No. 1 Variety!
Adaptable, reliable and very high yielding - a supermarket choice.
0125B (50 seeds) £2.95

**Baby Matsuri F1**
So dwarf it will mature under cloches. Sow in Feb, harvest late May/June. Astonishing.
0125C (50 seeds) £2.95

**De Cicco**
A traditional Italian heirloom good for freezing and ideal for stir-fries and steaming. Once the main head has been cut, this will be followed by a bumper crop of side-shoot spears throughout the summer.
0124J (150 seeds) £1.95

**ITALIAN HEIRLOOM**

**NEW for 2020**

**Marathon F1**

**Baby Matsuri F1**

**De Cicco**

For more varieties please see our website
www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
BROAD BEANS

**NEW for 2020**

Giant Exhibition
A ‘Showbench’ variety with a delicious flavour and boasting bumper crops of extra long white seeded beans.
0121B (25 seeds) £1.75

Statissa
Mangetout type. A connoisseurs choice with small beans and a delicious flavour cooked whole. Quite the best of its type.
0120A (25 seeds) £1.85

Aquadulce Claudia
Tried, tested and never wanting. Autumn sowing variety and again in the spring if you wish. 3’6”-4’.
0120 (25 seeds) £1.75

**SPECIALITY BROAD BEANS**

Red Epicure
Delightful beaujolais red beans. Novel, unusual and colourful. (Best steamed to maintain colour.)
0121A (25 seeds) £1.95

Statissa
Dwarf Bean Orinoco
A beautiful high yielding and ‘easy to pick’ variety with straight golden yellow 13 cm pods. Delicious.
0187B (75 seeds) £2.65

Dwarf Bean Speedy
The quickest growing bean on earth! Sow and grow in 60 days. Especially suitable for early sowing it will produce 6” pods of fleshy green beans in no time.
0186B (75 seeds) £2.65

Robin Hood
0122C (25 seeds) £2.40

Crimson Flowered
Most attractive crimson red flowers with smallish beans. Very delicious. RARE. 2’6”-3’.
0121 (25 seeds) £2.40

For more varieties please see our website www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk

CUSTOMER FAVOURITE

NEW for 2020

See page 81 for Broad Bean Karmazyn.
DWARF BEANS

Amethyst

An exceptionally flavoursome stringless Bean with 6” pods and the BEST’ bean today. Huge crop.

0186D (75 seeds) £2.65

Stanley

Disease resistant summer variety with exceptionally long pods. Very high yielding and utterly reliable including flavour.

0185E (75 seeds) £2.65

Jazz

Dark green, glossy and stringless producing a bumper crop in just 56 days. Disease resistant.

0185A (75 seeds) £2.65

Lingua di Fuoco

Eat fresh or allow to ripen and shell for winter use. Crops in 65-70 days which is early.

0186A (50 seeds) £2.65

Endeavour

A gorgeous round podded Bean on strong dwarf plants where you will have a job to keep pace with the crop. Lightly steam.

0186E (75 seeds) £2.65

Yin Yang

Dwarf Bush Bean with a curiously attractive and decorative shell.

0186C (40 seeds) £2.65

Red Swan

Deep rose-purple coloured 4-6” pods are long, flat and stringless turning bright green when cooked. Heirloom. Bush habit. 55 days.

0186F (75 seeds) £2.65

See page 83, 85 & 91 for Dwarf Bean Faraday, Climbing Bean Python & Dwarf Bean Amethyst.

NEW for 2020

BEST SELLER

Nectar Gold

Lemon-yellow cousin of Blauhilde and just as tasty. Very attractive grown together. Stringless.

0183D (50 seeds) £2.65

Blauhilde

Delicious bunches of rich purple pods 11-12” in length. Looks fascinating with Barlotta Beans

0183C (50 seeds) £2.65

Matilda

Superb, early maturing climber that produces masses of long, round beans with an excellent flavour. Dark green pods 6” in length and if picked regularly will keep on producing throughout the season.

0184 (50 seeds) £2.65

See page 83, 85 & 91 for Dwarf Bean Faraday, Climbing Bean Python & Dwarf Bean Amethyst.

BEST SELLER

Italian Gold

Flat stringless pods in alarming yellow begins cropping in 65-75 days. Very distinctive flavour.

0184C (50 seeds) £2.65

Trionfo Violetta

Unusual deep purple pods almost 1” long. Flat, stringless and tolerant of colder weather.

0184D (50 seeds) £2.65

Bingo

Marbled shell and strikingly bright Beans which can be used for drying or eating fresh.

0184G (50 seeds) £2.65

Cobra

Grow indoors or out. Enormous production of long straight pods with a superlative flavour.

0184B (50 seeds) £2.65

For more varieties please see our website

www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
**Runner Bean Firestorm**
A fantastically modern variety, red flowered and self setting for which it has made a name for itself. Sweeter, stringless and a mighty good cropper. Highly recommended. 25cm pod length.

0301A (25 seeds) £2.35

**Runner Bean Snowstorm**
A true sister variety of Firestorm but with white flowers and still maintaining the self setting tendency. Grow the two together for comparison and create an attractive sight. 30cm pod length.

0301B (25 seeds) £2.35

**Equator**
A delicious white flowered, semi self-pollinating variety suitable for early, main and late season sowings. Produces a decent crop with excellent drought tolerance.

0302A (25 seeds) £2.35

**Scarlet Emperor**
Old reliable British variety. Probably the best Runner Bean of all time for all places.

0303A (25 seeds) £2.15

**White Lady (not pictured)**
Long slender smooth pods with very high yields. Extremely fleshy. Sets uncommonly well.

0304 (25 seeds) £2.15

**St George**
Massive 1' long beans freely produced throughout its life and qualify for exhibition purposes. Can be picked in bunches! Brilliant red and white bicolour flowers make this a winner!

0303C (25 seeds) £2.25

**Scarlet Empire**
Stringless and 2' longer than Emperor. Highly recommended.

0303B (25 seeds) £2.15

**Moonlight**
Containing some of the elements of Climbing French Beans but with a Runner Bean flavour, shape and habit. Uniquely it also has the potential for self pollination!

0302 (25 seeds) £2.25

**Tenderstar**
The first of its kind. A unique red and pink bicolour variety is the result of 15 years of breeding. Combining the valuable characteristics of French Beans with those of Runner Beans resulting in a smooth stringless pod. Fruit are 8" long.

0301 (25 seeds) £2.35
**Brussels Sprouts**

**Brilliant F1**
British bred for its sweetness and needs to be well spaced. Excellent for a festive table.

0125G (50 seeds) £3.50

**Red Bull**

0126 (150 seeds) £2.65

**Trafalgar F1**
No bitterness and actually enjoyed for its sweet flavour. Sow March-April. Harvest mid Dec-March.

0126E (50 seeds) £3.50

**Crispus F1**

0125H (25 seeds) £3.50

**Petit Posy Mixed**
Green, and bicolor. Open frilly florets which have a milder, sweeter, nuttier taste.

0126D (30 seeds) £2.95

**Trafalgar F1**
Attractive pointed Red Cabbage with much improved flavour for pickling as well as cooking fresh. A captivating variety.

0126C (50 seeds) £3.25

**Savoy Barbosa F1**

0127 (50 seeds) £2.95

**Filderkraut**
Astonishing ancient German variety producing 7/8 kilo Cabbages with huge pointed ears. THE variety for shredding in salads or sauerkraut.

0127B (300 seeds) £2.25

**Deadon F1**
Exceptional flavour. Sow early May for harvest in Aug or sow in July for Nov-Jan harvest.

0127G (50 seeds) £2.95

**Kilaton F1**
High yielding Autumn/Winter Cabbage. Wonderful storing Cabbage which remains green.

0129A (30 seeds) £3.75

**Duchy F1**
Outstanding sweet pointed variety for extended cropping. Sow March/April. Harvest July/Dec.

0127A (50 seeds) £2.95

---

**Cabbages**

**Alcosa F1**
Quick growing Savoy with mini heads in as little as 71 days. The ideal Savoy for raised beds and the smaller garden.

0128D £3.25
(50 seeds)

**NEW**

---

**Mini Savoy Cabbage Alcosa F1**

---

**Flower Sprout Petit Posy Mixed**

---

**Customer Favourite**

---

**Club Root Resistant**

---

**New introduction**

---

**New re-introduction**

---

For more varieties please see our website www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
CAULIFLOWER

Clovis F1
A hardy early winter variety. Vigorous growth and well protected from the frost.
0135N (30 seeds) £3.25

Italian Cauliflower Romanesco
Very distinctive conical spears surround a central core. Attractive in salads and delicious cooked.
0124I (150 seeds) £2.50

Boris F1
Another dual purpose ‘Cauli’ a few days earlier than Locris. Reliable stocky plant with hybrid vigour and dense curds.
0135M (30 seeds) £3.25

Fremont F1
Early sowing will produce early July crop until October. Pure white mini curds with a little core.
0135J (30 seeds) £3.25

Kaleidoscope F1 Mix
Cauliflower cheese will never be the same again! Try these bright, coloured cauliflowers
0135F (40 seeds) £3.95

Clapton
Sow in May/June for the first ever club root resistant crop. It’s early at 85 days and worth every penny.
0135L (25 seeds) £3.25

Pink Cauliflower Parmac F1 (pictured on page 81)
A unique pink variety with uniform heads. Use raw to enhance salads.
0135H (25 seeds) £3.25

For more varieties please see our website www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk

CARROTS

Atomic Red
Main crop variety with tapered bright red roots enhanced when cooked slowly.
0135D (350 seeds) £2.65

Royal Purple Hybrid F1
Violet in colour throughout and very tempting. Tender but steam slowly for best culinary results.
0130E (350 seeds) £2.95

Rainbow Select
The most distinctive colour range yet produced. Refreshing.
0129D (350 seeds) £2.95

Purple Dragon
Purple skinned, orange cored carrots add a touch of sparkle to Sunday dinner. Refreshing change.
0134 (350 seeds) £2.85

Red Samurai (not pictured)
The deepest true red yet and very appealing served with Yellowstone. Summer harvest.
0132 (350 seeds) £2.85

Yellowstone
A sweet root appreciated just as much raw as when cooked. Long smooth roots hold their colour.
0133C (350 seeds) £2.65
CARROTS

Katrin
The best tasting open pollinated Chantenay Carrot we have seen for 30 years. Good 12cm triangular shape. Highly recommended.
0130 (2000 seeds) £2.40

Flyaway F1
AGM. Specifically bred to deter Carrot Fly. Tried and tested nationally. Good flavour.
0131 (500 seeds) £3.25

Eskimo F1
Very strong roots, vigorous strong tops and frost tolerant. Beautiful colour and delicious flavour.
0133E (650 seeds) £3.05

Sugar Snax F1
Early, high carotene content and exceptionally sweet. Keeps its flavour during cooking. 10" roots.
0134C (350 seeds) £2.75

Resistafly F1
Follows on nicely after Flyaway extending the season into early winter. Very sweet in the Autumn.
0132A (350 seeds) £2.85

Mokum F1
The crunchiest and juiciest around. Ideal for bunching and for growing in large containers.
0133D (650 seeds) £2.95

Maestro F1
An unusually bright orange colour with a flavour to match. Good tolerance to Carrot Root Fly and cavity spot. Very high in Vitamin A and highly recommended.
0131D (650 seeds) £2.95

Norwich F1
A February sowing will give you thunderingly good roots for late July and on into October. Very reliable and versatile.
0133F (650 seeds) £2.95

Atlas
A small round Parisian Market variety with delicious 1½ -2" round roots ideal for containers or any shallow soil and with a good resistance to splitting.
0135A (1000 seeds) £2.40

Little Fingers
Smooth, tender and juicy. Perfect for Gro-Bags, pots or cold frame.
0134F (2000 seeds) £2.40

Oxheart
Developed in France in the late 1880s. Short roots are 5-6" long and 3-4" wide, weighing up to 1lb. Thrives in heavy or shallow soil. Crisp, sweet, mild and stores well.
0135B (2000 seeds) £2.40

See page 79, 84, 87 & 88 for Bolero, Ruby Prince, Rainbow Improved & Short ‘n’ Sweet.
COURGETTES

**BEST SELLER**

**Firenze F1**
Exceptionally high yields of pale green fruit which have a very high dry flesh content and less of the watery slushy taste. A very desirable vegetable.

0139C (10 seeds) £2.95

**British Summertime F1**
Bred in Britain to cope with our summer! Open growth habit allows maximum sunshine. Almost spineless.

0138B (10 seeds) £2.95

**Firenze F1**
Few or no spines. Very high yielding. You’ll need no more than two plants and you may still have a cropping glut! Mildew resistant.

0140A (10 seeds) £2.95

**Green Tiger F1**
Early variety for any soil. Compact with an open habit. Disease resistant and 55 days to maturity.

0142D (8 seeds) £3.05

**Parthenon F1**
A very versatile variety for early or late crops but above all it is self pollinating which is a bonus when the weather is so unpredictable.

0141B (10 seeds) £3.05

**Sunstripe F1**
Bold, striking and heavy cropping. Golden yellow looks great mixed with green. Taste is superlative.

0142E (10 seeds) £2.95

See page 78, 85, 87 & 91 for Griller Mixed, Easy Pick F1, Romanesco & Patio Star F1.

**NEW for 2020**

**Black Forest F1**
Probably the best Climbing Courgette with shiny fruit 6-8" long. High producer. Outstanding!

0138D (8 seeds) £3.05

**Shooting Star F1**
Yellow British bred Courgette with an upright climbing habit suitable for containers.

0143 (10 seeds) £3.05

**MINI COURGETTE**

**Royal Flush F1**
Very dark green baby fruit produced in abundance with a distinct flavour.

0137 (10 seeds) £2.95

**CLIMBING COURGETTES**

**Soleil F1**
Straight, bright yellow fruit produced by the score. Tolerant to powdery mildew.

0142C (10 seeds) £2.95

**El Greco F1**
‘Bursting at the seams’ production wise and deliciously flavoured. Starts cropping early and throughout the summer.

0142B (10 seeds) £2.95

**Piccolo F1**
British bred globe shaped. Lots of fruit can mature into small round Marrows which look great stuffed for starters. Highly recommended.

0138C (10 seeds) £2.95

**Summer Ball F1**
Compact bush variety. Pick early for delicious round yellow Courgette, but leave longer for Pumpkins. Ideal for patio growing.

0139A (10 seeds) £2.95

**Baseball**
An OP variety with a utility price and a bonanza habit. Compact plants produce dozens of fruit.

0140C (20 seeds) £2.45

**SUNSTRIPE F1**

**El Greco F1**

**Soleil F1**

**Piccolo F1**

**Summer Ball F1**

**Baseball**

**NEW for 2020**

**Black Forest F1**

**Parthenon F1**

**Green Tiger F1**
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WINTER SQUASH

Golden Spaghetti
Delightfully dwarf with the usual bottle shape but smaller. Can easily accommodate 4-5 fruit. Appealing flavour.

Harrier F1
Bred and tested in the UK and now used by supermarkets. Lovely rich honey brown colour when ripe and keeps really well.

Autumn Crown F1
AGM. Tried and tested. Globe shaped and resistant to bolting. Near perfect colour and texture.

Barbara F1
Beautiful irregular green markings mak the deep solid orange flesh. Few seeds so stores well into the winter. A real find.

Festival
Multi-coloured patterned skin of shallow heart shape hides a “beyond belief” eating quality.

Baby Bush
Delightfully dwarf with the usual bottle shape but smaller. Can easily accommodate 4-5 fruit. Appealing flavour.

0313A (10 seeds) £2.95
0310C (8 seeds) £2.65
0314A (10 seeds) £2.95
0313B (6 seeds) £3.25
0309A (8 seeds) £2.30
0310D (10 seeds) £2.35
0312A (6 seeds) £2.85
0312C (8 seeds) £2.50
0311A (10 seeds) £2.65

Barbara F1
Beautiful irregular green markings mak the deep solid orange flesh. Few seeds so stores well into the winter. A real find.

0313B (6 seeds) £2.95
0310A (8 seeds) £2.35

Golden Spaghetti
Cook whole - then split in half and eat from the shell with a sauce of your choice. Lovely!

0309A (8 seeds) £2.30

Harrier F1
Bred and tested in the UK and now used by supermarkets. Lovely rich honey brown colour when ripe and keeps really well.

0310A (8 seeds) £2.35

Autumn Crown F1
AGM. Tried and tested. Globe shaped and resistant to bolting. Near perfect colour and texture.

0310C (8 seeds) £2.65

Festival
Multi-coloured patterned skin of shallow heart shape hides a “beyond belief” eating quality.

0310D (10 seeds) £2.35

Potimarron
Famous French heirloom. Chestnut flavour, stores well and has fruit of 3-4lbs. Very reliable.

0311A (10 seeds) £2.35

Sweet Dumpling
Sweet and tender. Although round it is flat topped and single serving size. Ideal for stuffing.

0310F (8 seeds) £2.25

Sweet Lightning
Microwaveable fruit. Delicious.

100 days from transplanting.
0312C (8 seeds) £2.50

See page 79, 88 & 89 for Squash Mashed Potatoes, Spaghetti Angel Hair F1 & Honey Nut.
### Decorative Gourds Mix
Every shape and colour! Dry very thoroughly until the skin is hard and then give a coat of varnish.
- **0190A** (20 seeds) £2.35

### Jack be Little
Charming little ‘Mini Halloween Pumpkin’ fruit for table decoration or eating. Sweet flesh and a heavy yielder with 8-10 fruit per plant.
- **0297F** (10 seeds) £2.35

### Scallop Twinkle F1
Flying saucer type with scalloped edges and a deep yellow colour. Long fruiting season and looks marvellous with its green sister.
- **0313D** (10 seeds) £2.95

### Turk’s Turban
Introduced in 1869. Reasonable eating quality but more often used for Autumn display.
- **0309** (10 seeds) £2.25

### Pattison Striped Mixed
Patty Pan Flying Saucer types in shades of green, ivory and yellow with stripes. Very attractive cooked whole.
- **0311F** (10 seeds) £2.95

### Marrow Moonbeam
Attractively coloured fruit covered in dark and pale green stripes. Compact Marrow, delicious flavour.
- **0217D** (10 seeds) £2.85

## LUNCHBOX CUCUMBERS

### Picklebush
Unbelievably compact vines growing to only 2’ tall with 3-4’ deep green fruit with pale white stripes. A classic pickle look.
- **0181A** (20 seeds) £1.95

### Burpless Tasty Green F1
Proved to be very reliable and bitter free with a very dark skin.
- **0170** (12 seeds) £2.20

### Miniature White
Generations old but a real gem. Vines rarely exceed 3’, a bonus, and fruits simply don’t want to stop cropping. Eat raw when only 3-4” long.
- **0181** (20 seeds) £1.95

### Green Fingers F1
Lunchbox variety just 3-4” long and can be grown indoors or out with a smooth skin suitable for eating whole. Mildew resistant.
- **0168** (5 seeds) £3.65

### Diamant F1
A very early heavy cropping variety which produces very firm fleshed fruit. Disease resistant. Good for dips. Recommended.
- **0183B** (8 seeds) £2.50

### Crystal Apple
First introduced in 1894. Easy to digest, used primarily in salads as a pickled Cucumber.
- **0180** (20 seeds) £1.95

### Bushy
Originally from Southern Russia. Early and very compact - ideal for small gardens. Good production. 46-49 days from transplanting.
- **0183** (20 seeds) £1.95

---

For more varieties please see our website [www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk](http://www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk)
**MINI CUCUMBERS**

**Silor F1**
- Prefer cooler conditions and is ideally suited for unheated greenhouses.
- $0171 (6 seeds) £3.95

**Bella F1**
- Prefers cooler conditions and is ideally suited for unheated greenhouses.
- $0175 (6 seeds) £3.95

**Bella F1**
- Prefers cooler conditions and is ideally suited for unheated greenhouses.
- $0175 (6 seeds) £3.95

**Siler F1**
- Fruit are just 6" long with a gorgeous taste and silky smooth. Enjoy Cucumbers indoors or out in only 60 days.
- $0171 (6 seeds) £3.95

**Melen F1**
- Early and cold tolerant with clusters of 2-3 fruits. Vigorous and most certainly pays its way.
- $0173 (6 seeds) £3.95

**Cocktail Cucumber Iznik F1**
- An astonishing variety, quite happy in a 7-9" pot and equally happy in a porch or conservatory. Delicious, old fashioned nutty flavour and simply dozens of fruit in clusters of 3 or 4 growing from the main stem. Minimum support by 3 short canes is sufficient and the fruit can be eaten like a banana or sliced for dips... whichever, the flavour remains very tempting.
- $0169 £3.95 (6 seeds)

**Passandra F1**
- Smallish, half size Cucumbers by the bucketful and perfect for kids to eat raw. This new variety supersedes Petita which has been discontinued.
- $0176 (6 seeds) £3.95

**Swing F1**
- Totally female slicing Cucumber. Fruits are 8" long and have dark green shiny skin and an excellent taste. Resistant to powdery mildew and very robust. Suitable for growing both indoors and out.
- $0177A (6 seeds) £3.95

See page 78, 80, 83 & 84 for Picolino, Goblin, Merlin & Socrates.

**Euphya F1**
- All female variety with long straight fruit, productive and resistant to about everything. Tolerates cooler conditions more than most. Highly recommended.
- $0172 (6 seeds) £3.95

**Carmen F1**
- All female variety with in-built resistance to all known powdery mildew. Fruits produced in abundance if sown when the day length is increasing. Wickedly expensive though.
- $0177A (6 seeds) £4.25

For more varieties please see our website [www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk](http://www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk)
**HERBS**

**NEW for 2020**

**Melissa Mandarina - Orange Scented Balm**

This new variety has a pronounced orange scent and the leaves are often used for herbal teas and other medicinal purposes.

0191B (30 seeds) £2.15

**Greek Basil Piccolino**

The smallest variety we have ever seen! Neat, uniform plants are perfect for pots and have a genuine spicy sweet Greek Basil flavour.

0195D (200 seeds) £2.15

**Lime Basil**

A beautiful zesty lime aroma. 12-24”. Annual.

0193 (200 seeds) £2.15

**Lemon Basil**

Intense Citrus aroma, dries nicely and is lovely with seafood. 12-18”. Annual.

0192 (200 seeds) £2.15

**Basil Summer Surprise**

Stunning variety with deep purple leaves and probably the most attractive Red Basil yet.

0193B (300 seeds) £2.15

**Thai Basil**


0194 (250 seeds) £2.15

**Genovese Basil Anton**

Unusually compact Genovese type with large shiny leaves. Very fast growing and ready in just 8 weeks. Perfect window sill variety.

0195C (300 seeds) £2.15

**DWARF FERN LEAF DILL**

Award winning Dill perfect for patio containers as they don’t need staking and won’t topple over. A late flowering variety allowing for a long harvest.

0198A (200 seeds) £2.15

**White Borage**

Unblemished starry white flowers smother the plant which in turn will smother the weeds. 2½’-3’ H/A.

0196A (30 seeds) £2.25

**Coriander Zesty Lemon**

A fast growing sweet coriander with a subtle lemon flavour.

0198C (100 seeds) £2.15

**Coriander Calypso ‘Cut & Come Again’**

Equally at home in a pot or the border this variety enjoys regular cutting and will keep on producing.

0196D (100 seeds) £2.15

**Chives**

Popular Onion flavoured Herb with a handsome flower head.

0196E (500 seeds) £2.15

**Garlic Chives**

Vigorous and highly productive with pleasant Garlic flavour. A cut and come again variety.

0196C (150 seeds) £2.15

**Wild Garlic**

Unusual plant where both leaves and flowers are used and the bulb left untouched. The flavour is far more subtle than a true Garlic bulb.

0196D (150 seeds) £2.15

www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk

For more varieties please see our website
HERBS

**LEeks**

**Dill Einck's Strain**
Large fragrant heads produce masses of seed and foliage. Can be used fresh or even for bottling. 2-4'. Annual. (not pictured)
0198 (200 seeds) £2.15

**Lemon Grass**
Really tangy. 18"-2'. Pure seed. Half hardy perennial.
0199 (30 seeds) £2.65

**Mint**
Keep well under control by planting in a pot or bucket sunk into the ground. 12-15". Perennial.
0197B (500 seeds) £2.15

**Greek Oregano**
0200 (250 seeds) £2.15

**Sage**
A classic herb for meat. Perennial.
0205 (100 seeds) £2.15

**Rosemary** (not pictured)
2-3'. Perennial.
0204 (100 seeds) £2.15

**Russian Tarragon**
A nice subtle flavour and fragrance. Grow in a pot to contain the vigorous plant.
0204A (350 seeds) £2.15

**Thyme**
'The' herb in cooking meat, soup or vegetables. 16-24". Perennial.
0206 (500 seeds) £2.20

**Orange Scented Thyme**
What a surprise! 12". Perennial.
0207 (100 seeds) £2.25

See pages 80-89 for Basil, Coriander, Rocket, Parsley and Spinach.

**HERBS - PARSLEY**

**Laura**
Flat leaved Parsley withstanding the winter in the South. Intense flavour, tall young stems and a very heavy cropper.
0201B (500 seeds) £2.15

**Lisette**
Unbelievably curled and very rapid repeat growth. Suitable for kitchen window wall growing. Sweet enough to chew fresh.
0201A (750 seeds) £2.15

See pages 80-89 for Chef's White.

**LEEKS**

**Pennine F1**
A vigorous hybrid Leek suitable for pot or garden and maturing in late October.
0207D (50 seeds) £3.10

**Northern Lights F1**
Eye-catching purple leaves. Very winter hardy and can be harvested from Dec-Spring from an April sowing. Very tasty.
0209A (50 seeds) £3.10

**Oarsman F1**
0207C (200 seeds) £2.25

See page 87 for Chef's White.
**LETTUCE**

**Mascara**
Very curly and frilly leaves retaining their dark red colour even in hot weather. Looseleaf type. 65 days.

*0212 (250 seeds) £2.15*

**Gustav’s Salad**
A ‘melt in the mouth’ Butterhead type preserved for decades by a canny Dutch man.

*0213E (500 seeds) £2.15*

**Claremont**
A mid sized Cos Lettuce highly resistant to mildew and bolting. Crisp, crunchy leaves, sweet and tender makes this very popular.

*0209B (250 seeds) £2.40*

**Bubbles**
Little gem type with excellent flavour and it’s mildew resistant. Cos type. 45-55 days.

*0210 (250 seeds) £2.40*

**Yugoslavian Red**
Multi-coloured ancient Yugoslavian variety which when cut open exposes a further bright greeny yellow centre. Butterhead type.

*0217 (250 seeds) £2.35*

**Mottistone**
A really delightful looking Lettuce with freckled and wavy leaves and a cream heart. Mildew resistant.

*0211A (250 seeds) £2.15*

**Little Gem Dazzle**
Red tipped outer leaves with a pale green interior giving a very natural leaf blend. Recommended.

*0216E (250 seeds) £2.40*

**Red Iceberg**
Slow bolting, tender red glossy leaves and a burger’s dream! A professional variety. Delicious.

*0216H (250 seeds) £2.15*

**All Year Round Xanadu**
Mini Romaine Lettuce grown primarily for its winter standing ability. Recommended.

*0209C (100 pills) £2.50*

**Tantian**
Delightful Little Gem with resistance to aphids. Suitable from Spring to Autumn. Remarkably sweet. 55 days from transplanting.

*0216B (250 seeds) £2.40*

**MULTI-LEAF MIXED**

Five professional ‘Salad Bag’ varieties unique in habit and shape. Cut off the root and the whole head falls apart with equal sized fancy leaves. Crisp and sweet. A Chef’s Choice!

*0210B (300 seeds) £2.40*

**MINI ROMAINE MIXED**

This lovely mixture of Mini Romaines are crisp, juicy and sweet. A tempting mixture of green to bronze-red and dark-red varieties not only pleasing to the eye but the taste-buds too.

*0216 (100 seeds) £2.75*

**NEW for 2020**

**Bingo**
MULTI-LEAF MIXED

Five professional ‘Salad Bag’ varieties unique in habit and shape. Cut off the root and the whole head falls apart with equal sized fancy leaves. Crisp and sweet. A Chef’s Choice!

*0210B (300 seeds) £2.40*

**MINI ROMAINE MIXED**

This lovely mixture of Mini Romaines are crisp, juicy and sweet. A tempting mixture of green to bronze-red and dark-red varieties not only pleasing to the eye but the taste-buds too.

*0216 (100 seeds) £2.75*
SALAD LEAVES

**Wonder Wok Salad**
Mustard, kale and bok choi in a single pellet! Tasty Stir Fry crop.
0160 (25 pellets) £2.95

**Pak Choi Glacier**
British bred and slow bolting. Perfect for salad leaves.
0230H (200 seeds) £2.35

**Radicchio Fiero**
Beautiful deep maroon upright heads with contrasting white are large, attractive and very early. Perfect for winter salads.
0210H (30 seeds) £2.65

**Baby Leaf Romana Rossa**
Spoon shaped leaves with a blend of colour culminating in deep pink. Eaten fresh it's simply wonderful.
0215F (400 seeds) £2.15

**Variegated Land Cress**
Variegated leaves and a soft spicy flavour. (All year under cover).
0166A (1000 seeds) £2.15

**Chinese Greens Premium Mixed**
An amazing palette of greens and reds in an array of shapes. From spicy to mild to slightly sweet.
0160A £2.40 (400 seeds)

**Greek Cress Olympus**
Improved bolting tolerance and leaf shape. Truly amazing hot and spicy flavour. (not pictured)
0166D (1000 seeds) £2.15

**SEAKALE**
Seakale was popular in the Victorian kitchen garden. It is much harder to find these days as the popularity for the young Asparagus-like white stems has grown. Easy to grow.
0212H (20 seeds) £1.95

**Purple Mizuna**
Distinctive purple tinged serrated leaves which intensify in colour as the plant approaches the cutting stage. Much more delicate than its green cousin and highly palatable.
0222C (400 seeds) £2.15

**Mustard Red Frills**
Deeply cut leaves for all round inclusion in salads. Slightly pungent but welcome flavour and colour.
0212G (400 seeds) £2.15

**Old English Mustard Mix**
Red Giant, Red Zest, Red Lion, Red Frills. It will be hard to better this mix for salads and snacking. 45-65 days from transplanting.
0211E (400 seeds) £2.15

**Par-cel**
A cross between cutting celery and curled-leaf parsley but with all the flavour of traditional Celery.
0202 (150 seeds) £2.15

**Spinach Cello**
The Spinach for summer production. Slow growing but ideal for salads and stir frying.
0308J (300 seeds) £2.35

**Spinach Celesta (no pic)**
The Spinach for summer production. Slow growing but ideal for salads and stir frying.
0308G (300 seeds) £2.35

**Red Veined Sorrel**
Red stems and veins, dazzling green leaves and a sharp tangy flavour. Very different.
0205C (250 seeds) £2.15

For more varieties please see our website www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
### FAVOURITE SALAD LEAVES

**Salad Bowl Mixed**
A beautifully balanced mixture of red, green, speckled and purple lettuce all ideally suited for salad leaves and repeat cutting.

- **0217A** (500 seeds) **£2.35**

**Baby Salad Leaves**
Easy to grow and less expensive than the filled bags you buy. Six specifically bred, curiously shaped lettuce in several colours should ensure a regular supply.

- **0215A** (500 seeds) **£2.35**

**All Star Gourmet Mix**
A stand out designer mixture! Unique leaf shapes with ruffled edges and a fancy appearance in a delicious mix of green oak-leaf, red oak-leaf, green romaine, red romaine and lollo rossa.

- **0209D** (500 seeds) **£2.40**

**Baby Salad Wildfire Mix**
Our attractive new mix has been blended to contain the darkest red and most vibrant green varieties and will make your salad bowl zing.

- **0215** (500 seeds) **£2.40**

**Edible Flower Salad Mix**
Surprisingly different we've mixed together amongst others Nasturtium, Violas and Calendula.

- **0215G** (250 seeds) **£2.35**

**Baby Leaf French Bistro Salad**
Drizzle with a little olive oil for a lovely salad of Baby Chard, sweet Spinach leaves and several Rockets.

- **0214F** (500 seeds) **£2.35**

### ELEGANCE GREEN SALAD MIXED

**NEW for 2020**
With colours ranging from dark-bronze red through to blush-green and with a wonderful combination of textures and flavours this is truly a beautiful mixture including pak choi, red mustard, mizuna and leaf broccoli.

- **0209E** **£2.40** (500 seeds)

**ROCKET**

**Dragon Tongue**
Wild in appearance and flavour with intense red-purple veining. Gorgeous! PBR applied for.

- **0203D** (500 seeds) **£2.35**

**Sweet Oak Leaf**
Very vigorous and a great flavour which combines sweetness with a kick. British bred for our climate.

- **0203B** (500 seeds) **£2.35**

**Salad Fireworks**
Every bit as fiery as the genuine Wild Rocket. Sow and grow in just 6 weeks. Very attractive.

- **0203F** (500 seeds) **£2.35**

**PROVENCE II**
A taste of France. Sorrel, Corn Salad, Chervil and at least five Lettuce varieties - add spring Onions, a hint of garlic and a drizzle of Olive oil and lemon. Bon appétit!

- **0215D** **£2.35** (500 seeds)

**TUSCANY II**

- **0215B** **£2.35** (500 seeds)

For more varieties please see our website [www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk](http://www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk)
ONIONS & SHALLOTS

SHALLOTS FROM BULB

Lilia
Brilliant red shanks at the scallion stage which really light up a green salad. By using the ‘thinnings’ first the remaining Onions will produce mighty healthy bulbs.
0226A (250 seeds) £2.40

Guardsman (not pictured)
Vigorous roots maintain the upright ‘guardsman’ habit of the leaves and produces a bulbless salad onion for summer or autumn.
0227A (500 seeds) £2.50

Eiffel
British bred, upright habit and used for Spring or Autumn crops. Mild flavour and remains bulb free.
0225A (500 seeds) £2.50

SHALLOTS FROM SEED

Apache
Red throughout and peeling does not strip the Onion of its colour but leaves a good clean scallion.
0225C (500 seeds) £2.56

Prisma F1
Sow at the same time as Onions to avoid the constant replanting of conventional sets ‘whipped out’ by blackbirds. Resists bolting and virus free.
0225A (500 seeds) £2.50

Garlic Tochliavri
A ‘soft neck’ type which stores better and tastes delicious.
0187D (1 bulb) £4.95
Del: Nov-Feb. Last orders: Jan

Ouddorpse Bruine
An ancient extremely aromatic variety and unbelievably keeping a year! Flesh has pale pink rings. A really exciting find!
0812 (8 bulbs) £7.50
Delivery: November onwards

SHALLOTS FROM BULB

Hative De Niort
An exhibition variety very scarce and consequently very limited. Perfectly shaped beautiful shallots with a refined skin and dainty appearance.
0808 (5 bulbs) £7.85

Ouddorpse Bruine
An ancient extremely aromatic variety and unbelievably keeping a year! Flesh has pale pink rings. A really exciting find!
0812 (8 bulbs) £7.50
Delivery: November onwards

ONIONS & PARSNIPS

Palace F1
A delightful Parsnip suitable for early and late production with exceptional yields. Shallow crowns give maximum white Parsnip flesh.
0230E (200 seeds) £2.45

Lancer
Recommended variety with slender white roots. British quality.
0229E (500 seeds) £2.15

Paris F1
Very high yield of unblemished roots. Superb!
0230B (200 seeds) £2.45

Hamburg Parsley
Grown for its root. Parsley taste but can be roasted like Parsnip.
0202A (300 seeds) £1.95

Gladiator F1
AGM. British bred. Early to crop, canker resistant, and delicious.
0230 (200 seeds) £2.45

BEST SELLER

Garlic Tochliavri
A ‘soft neck’ type which stores better and tastes delicious.
0187D (1 bulb) £4.95
Del: Nov-Feb. Last orders: Jan

Ouddorpse Bruine
An ancient extremely aromatic variety and unbelievably keeping a year! Flesh has pale pink rings. A really exciting find!
0812 (8 bulbs) £7.50
Delivery: November onwards

BEST SELLER

Lancia

Hamburger Parsley

Gladiator F1
AGM. British bred. Early to crop, canker resistant, and delicious.
0230 (200 seeds) £2.45

Paris F1

Del: Nov-Feb. Last orders: Jan

Lancia

Hamburger Parsley

Gladiator F1
AGM. British bred. Early to crop, canker resistant, and delicious.
0230 (200 seeds) £2.45

Paris F1

Del: Nov-Feb. Last orders: Jan

Lancia

Hamburger Parsley

Gladiator F1
AGM. British bred. Early to crop, canker resistant, and delicious.
0230 (200 seeds) £2.45

Paris F1

Del: Nov-Feb. Last orders: Jan

Lancia

Hamburger Parsley

Gladiator F1
AGM. British bred. Early to crop, canker resistant, and delicious.
0230 (200 seeds) £2.45

Paris F1

Del: Nov-Feb. Last orders: Jan

Lancia

Hamburger Parsley
Spring Blush
A real show-stopper, a two-tone green blushed pink snap pea. Fabulous flavour and even the tendrils taste lovely. An exciting new variety to hit the market.

0242 (150 seeds) £2.55

Meteor
Early dwarf variety producing an abundance of small well filled pods. Very winter hardy and can be sown in the autumn.

0240A (250 seeds) £2.35

Ceresa
Very small, very sweet and heavy cropping Petit Pois type Pea. 28”.

0231C (250 seeds) £2.35

Sugar Magnolia
Deliciously sweet snap pea. The beautiful violet pods have an attractive emerald green centre and bicoloured purple blooms. Will scramble up any trellis.

0243 (150 seeds) £2.55

Hurst Green Shaft
The essence of Pea production. Heavy crops, 2’6” tall and 8-10 Peas per pod. Stood the test of time and is still in the forefront of competitors.

0239 (250 seeds) £2.35

See page 86, 87, 88 & 90 for Pea Oscar, Half Pint, Twinset & Sugar Flash.

Sugar Magnolia
Deliciously sweet snap pea. The beautiful violet pods have an attractive emerald green centre and bicoloured purple blooms. Will scramble up any trellis.

0243 (150 seeds) £2.55

Opal Creek
Climbing to 6’ tall with pastel lemon pods. A tasty snap pea with sweet, edible leaves and ideal for growing as baby pea-sprouts.

0241 (150 seeds) £2.55

Sugar Magnolia
Deliciously sweet snap pea. The beautiful violet pods have an attractive emerald green centre and bicoloured purple blooms. Will scramble up any trellis.

0243 (150 seeds) £2.55

Oregon Sugar Pod
The original Mangetout. Delicious when just under-cooked. 36”.

0232A (150 seeds) £2.25

Norli
A really sweet Mangetout Pea with excellent flavour and fast growing.

0235A (150 seeds) £2.35

Kelvedon Wonder
Probably the heaviest cropping early Pea ever produced. Dwarf and very reliable in yield and flavour.

0240 (250 seeds) £2.35

NEW for 2020

Old Time Favourites

Population
An early variety, with small, flat, green pods. Very reliable and ideal for home gardens.

0233A (100 seeds) £2.25

Spring Blush
A real show-stopper, a two-tone green blushed pink snap pea. Fabulous flavour and even the tendrils taste lovely. An exciting new variety to hit the market.

0242 (150 seeds) £2.55

Meteor
Early dwarf variety producing an abundance of small well filled pods. Very winter hardy and can be sown in the autumn.

0240A (250 seeds) £2.35

Ceresa
Very small, very sweet and heavy cropping Petit Pois type Pea. 28”.

0231C (250 seeds) £2.35

Sugar Magnolia
Deliciously sweet snap pea. The beautiful violet pods have an attractive emerald green centre and bicoloured purple blooms. Will scramble up any trellis.

0243 (150 seeds) £2.55

Opal Creek
Climbing to 6’ tall with pastel lemon pods. A tasty snap pea with sweet, edible leaves and ideal for growing as baby pea-sprouts.

0241 (150 seeds) £2.55

Sugar Magnolia
Deliciously sweet snap pea. The beautiful violet pods have an attractive emerald green centre and bicoloured purple blooms. Will scramble up any trellis.

0243 (150 seeds) £2.55

Oregon Sugar Pod
The original Mangetout. Delicious when just under-cooked. 36”.

0232A (150 seeds) £2.25

Norli
A really sweet Mangetout Pea with excellent flavour and fast growing.

0235A (150 seeds) £2.35

Kelvedon Wonder
Probably the heaviest cropping early Pea ever produced. Dwarf and very reliable in yield and flavour.

0240 (250 seeds) £2.35
Pepper Little Bomb
An attractive cherry pepper ripening to bright red. The compact upright plants are very productive and the ripe chillies are sweet and mildly spicy, ideal for stuffing.
0262B (10 seeds) £2.75

Chilli Pepper Amando F1
Very hot fruit approx. 8" long with a decidedly pointed end which turns from green to pillarbox red on ripening. Bold plants carry a very heavy crop and are medium early in maturity. A first class hybrid.
0266 £2.95 (10 seeds)

Pepper Slowburn
The very latest in Chilli Pepper breeding. The heat is not immediately apparent but builds slowly into a very pleasant glow. Huge crops of orange chillies with a rich flavour.
0262D £2.75

Pepper Spanish Tapas Padron
These Peppers need to be harvested when 1-1½" long. The kick is, 1 in 20 fruit will be hot while the rest are mild unless you allow to grow larger. So something of a game of ‘Russian Roulette’! Delicious as an appetiser sprinkled with olive oil and sea salt.
0266C (20 seeds) £2.75

Pepper Trinidad Perfume
A remarkable variety without heat but nevertheless has the authentic intense Habanero flavour. Very compact with high productivity and named because of its delicious scent when cooking. A culinary delight.
0259 (10 seeds) £2.95

Sweet Pepper Palladio F1
The yellow counterpart of ‘Planet’. Exceptionally high yielding, juicy thick walled ‘bulls horn’ Pepper.
0260C (10 seeds) £2.95

Sweet Pepper Planet F1
Very sweet ‘bulls horn’ Pepper turning red on maturity with very high yielding crops of 9" fruit.
0260B (10 seeds) £2.95

Sweet Pepper Popti F1
The ultimate Bell Pepper for a container or small garden. Each compact plant produces about ten fruit which ripen very early.
0257A (15 seeds) £2.65

TURKISH PEPPERS

Pepper Sumher F1
Long, thin ‘Joe’s Long’ type which is spicy rather than hot and an exceptional cropper. Very attractive plant.
0266B (10 seeds) £2.95

Pickling Pepper
Traditionally harvested and pickled while still green the chillies are very hot when ripe.
0262F (10 seeds) £2.95

For more varieties please see our website www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
**PEPPERS**

**Candy Cane Red**
Unique sweet Peppers with elongated fruit. Ideal for eating fresh. Unusual variegated foliage and ideal for containers.

0259B (10 seeds) £2.95

**Lemon Dream**
Delicious yellow sweet peppers. Height no taller than 20” with a bumper harvest all season long.

0259A (15 seeds) £2.75

**Aji Habanero**
Easy to grow and produces lots of crisp, thin flesheh Peppers with a rich complex flavour. Great for eating fresh. 70 days for green, 85 days for orange.

0267B (10 seeds) £2.75

**Alma Paprika**
Very thick walled sweet fruit with multicoloured crops. Starts out creamy white, orange and finally red. 70 days from transplanting.

0256 (20 seeds) £2.50

**Basket of Fire F1**
A leafy semi-trailing plant dripping with small hot fruit which change from purple to red with a long growing life. 12”.

0264B (10 seeds) £2.95

**Black Hungarian**
Ornamental and culinary. Mildly hot with black fruit ripening red. Heavy cropper. 70-80 days from transplanting.

0271 (20 seeds) £2.50

**Pepper Tangerine Dream**
A gorgeous little bush studded all over with shiny red-orange rockets. Too pretty to hide away amongst the rows of vegetables but it is very tasty too with only a hint of heat. 70 days from transplanting 0258B (15 seeds) £2.75

**Hot Portugal**
Been around since 1935. Sturdy upright plants with heavy yields of smooth fruit of 6” or longer. 65-75 days from transplanting.

0283 (20 seeds) £2.50

**Joe’s Long Cayenne**
Great heirloom from Italy. Thin fleshed, sharply tapering, 8-12” long. 60 days from transplanting.

0282A (20 seeds) £2.50

**Lemon Drop**
Peruvian seasoning pepper with very few seeds and an intensely hot citrus flavour. 100 days from transplanting. Plants 2’ high.

0284 (20 seeds) £2.50

**Mad Hatter**
These unique disc-shaped, three-sided Peppers are sweet and citrusy. Vigorous plants produce an abundance of 2-3” Peppers and should thrive in the coolest regions.

0259C (10 seeds) £2.95

**Thai Hot**
A reliable Chili Pepper which can double as a pot plant and a meal.

0263 (20 seeds) £2.50

**Orange Pepperoncini**
One of the oldest Italian Peppers. Small bushy plants yield a big harvest of yellow to Orange fruit.

0291A (15 seeds) £2.65

**Stuff Enuff**
Loads of colossal fruit in a small space. Tasty Peppers turn from green to red as the fruit matures.

0294B (15 seeds) £2.65

**King of the North**
Cool season Pepper with a superb sweet flavour. 70 days.

0282B (15 seeds) £2.95

For more varieties please see our website: www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
**RADISHES**

**Milano Mixed**
Outstanding formula mix of the popular shapes and sizes all maturing together.
0298C (350 seeds) £2.10

**Viola**
Slow growing selection for outdoor cropping which rarely bolts.
0298I (350 seeds) £2.40

**Pink Lady Slipper**
Very attractive salad radish which really adds glamour to a salad. Crisp, crunchy and beautiful.
0299G (250 seeds) £2.10
See page 83 for Radish Diana

**Patricia**
Desirable red Radish with a white tip. Remains crunchy for ages.
0298H (300 seeds) £1.95

**Black Spanish**
Sow late for juicy roots. Grow large and cook like a turnip. 21-28 days.
0299I (250 seeds) £1.95

**White Dream**
A good summer root for eating whole. Mild, juicy and crunchy.
0298G (250 seeds) £1.95

**Bravo**
The colour can range from pale purple to white with purple streaks.
0300A (100 seeds) £2.10

**Red Head**
White or ivory base, cherry belle shape with a feminine pink top.
0299H (250 seeds) £2.10

**Malaga**
Violet coloured skin with white flesh and tender edible leaves.
0299J (350 seeds) £2.10

**Cherry Belle**
Brilliant red skin with pure white flesh. American and RHS Awards.
0298D (350 seeds) £1.95

**Pink Lady Slipper**
Very attractive salad radish which really adds glamour to a salad. Crisp, crunchy and beautiful.
0299G (250 seeds) £2.10
See page 83 for Radish Diana

**Patricia**
Desirable red Radish with a white tip. Remains crunchy for ages.
0298H (300 seeds) £1.95

**Black Spanish**
Sow late for juicy roots. Grow large and cook like a turnip. 21-28 days.
0299I (250 seeds) £1.95

**White Dream**
A good summer root for eating whole. Mild, juicy and crunchy.
0298G (250 seeds) £1.95

**Bravo**
The colour can range from pale purple to white with purple streaks.
0300A (100 seeds) £2.10

**Red Head**
White or ivory base, cherry belle shape with a feminine pink top.
0299H (250 seeds) £2.10

**Malaga**
Violet coloured skin with white flesh and tender edible leaves.
0299J (350 seeds) £2.10

**Vanilla Sweet F1**
Outstanding mid season Super Sweet variety. Very few secondary shoots, well filled and great for every day eating.
0320A £2.85 (40 seeds)

**Mirai Giant Yellow F1**
The Grandfather of all the Mirais! Huge fat cobs filled to the tip and of superb flavour - 8-10” long.
0317C (40 seeds) £2.85

**Mirai Giant Yellow F1**
The Grandfather of all the Mirais! Huge fat cobs filled to the tip and of superb flavour - 8-10” long.
0317C (40 seeds) £2.85

**Black Spanish**
Sow late for juicy roots. Grow large and cook like a turnip. 21-28 days.
0299I (250 seeds) £1.95

**White Dream**
A good summer root for eating whole. Mild, juicy and crunchy.
0298G (250 seeds) £1.95

**Bravo**
The colour can range from pale purple to white with purple streaks.
0300A (100 seeds) £2.10

**Red Head**
White or ivory base, cherry belle shape with a feminine pink top.
0299H (250 seeds) £2.10

**Mirai Giant Yellow F1**
The Grandfather of all the Mirais! Huge fat cobs filled to the tip and of superb flavour - 8-10” long.
0317C (40 seeds) £2.85

See page 84 & 86 for Sweet Corn Golden Eagle & Vanilla Sweet.

**Golden Gate F1**
A Super Sweet variety with medium sized cobs on a mid season plant with impeccable flavour. You only need one for supper!
0315B £2.85 (40 seeds)
Melon Pear
Curious melon-like fruit with small seeds tasting like pears.
0221C (20 seeds) £3.75

Passiflora edulis
Tropical climber with delicious fruit. Rapidly matures in a conservatory.
02035 (8 seeds) £2.60

Turnip Hirosaki Red
A round early maturing red salad Turnip with a delicious sweet and crisp white flesh and spicy red skin.
0521 (200 seeds) £2.20

Charantais Magenta F1
Powerfully scented with high sugar content. Grow indoors or outdoors with excellent storage life. 95 days.
0220A (5 seeds) £3.75

Charantais Magenta F1
Powerfully scented with high sugar content. Grow indoors or outdoors with excellent storage life. 95 days.
0220A (5 seeds) £3.75

New for 2020
Woodland Strawberries
A new personal sized Watermelon with sweet 3-5lb fruit and delicious bright red flesh with few seeds.
0529 (5 seeds) £3.25

See page 82, 83, 84, 89, 90 & 91 for Turnip Goldana F1, Melon Tasty Bites F1, Samphire, Edamame, Swede Tyne F1 & Fennel Solaris.
**Artisan Bumble Bee**  
These tomatoes are really new with a lovely tangy flavour. No cracking and they wait patiently for picking. Cordon. 70 days from transplanting.  
- Mixed: 0472 (25 seeds) £2.95  
- Purple: 0474 (20 seeds) £2.50  
- Pink (not pictured): 0473 (20 seeds) £2.50  
- Sunrise (not pictured): 0475 (20 seeds) £2.50

**Artisan Tiger Mixed**  
A unique colourful mix of Blush, Green and Pink Tiger julienne cherry tomatoes. Exceptionally sweet, juicy and tropical flavour. Cordon. 75 days from transplanting.  
0487 (25 seeds) £2.95

**Indigo Rose**  
A stunning cherry tomato starting off amethyst purple and ripening to almost black with a red base. Heavy flowering for both indoors and out. Cordon. 75 days.  
0477A (15 seeds) £2.95

**Kings of Colour**  
Probably the biggest - certainly the best for flavour and definitely the best for yield. Separately packed colours.  
- 0465 (32 seeds) £4.95  
- Brandy Boy Hybrid  
A Brandywine improvement. Five times the yield, 10 days earlier and a magical flavour. 14oz fruit. Cordon.  
0462 (15 seeds) £3.05  
- Orange Wellington  
Bursting with flavour. 12ozs of sheer bliss!  
0463 (15 seeds) £3.05  
- Big Pink Hybrid  
A favourite 10oz burger variety with outstanding flavour.  
0464 (15 seeds) £3.05  
- Sunny Boy Hybrid  
Citrus yellow 1lb fruit. The ideal Sandwich Tomato.  
0469 (15 seeds) £3.05  
- Big Daddy Hybrid  
High yields, disease resistant and a lovely flavour. 15oz.  
0461 (15 seeds) £3.05

For more varieties please see our website www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
HEIRLOOM TOMATOES

All Blacks
A mixture of sweet tasting black heirloom Tomatoes including Chocolate Cherry, Black Sea Man, Cherokee Purple, Black Krim, Japanese Triffle Black and Nyagous. Simply ‘Scrumptious’!
0356 (25 seeds) £2.65

Amish Gold
Claimed to be the most reliable yellow Tom yet. Huge solid flesh. Cordon. 80 days from transplanting.
0357 (15 seeds) £2.50

Amish Gold
Multi-coloured fruit - flesh is curiously green with deep red streaks. Outstanding flavour. Cordon. 85 days.
0358C (15 seeds) £2.50

Austin’s Red Pear
Extra large red pear shaped Tomatoes with a smashing flavour. Cordon. 80 days.
0359A (15 seeds) £2.50

Beam’s Yellow Pear
Endless supply of baby pear-shaped fruit with a great taste! Cordon. 70-80 days.
0361 (15 seeds) £2.50

Black Krim
Russian origin. Flattened fruit with almost black shoulders when ripe. Smashing flavour. Cordon. 60-90 days from transplanting.
0362 (15 seeds) £2.50

Black Sea Man
Small plants with deep brown fruit and a very rich flavour. Potato leaved. Bush. 75 days from transplanting.
0365 (15 seeds) £2.50

Carbon
Winner of the best tasting Tomato award at the Heirloom Garden Show in 2005 and rates high in taste tests. Deliciously rich and sweet. Cordon. 80 days from transplanting.
0367E (15 seeds) £2.50

Brandywine Pink
Large pink beefsteak fruit grow up to 2lbs. Incredibly rich tomato flavour. Cordon. 90 days.
0366 (15 seeds) £2.50

Brandywine Yellow
Golden version with prolific yields of semi irregular fruit. Lovely taste. Cordon. 90 days.
0366C (15 seeds) £2.50

Brandywine Red
Potato leaved. Whopping 1-1½lb fruit. Cordon. 90 days.
0366B (15 seeds) £2.50

Eva Purple Ball
Delicious German heirloom from the late 1800s. Beautiful purple globes weigh 6-8ozs. Extremely sweet, very juicy and marvellous crops. Cordon. 80-85 days.
0374C (15 seeds) £2.50

Green Grape
Relatively young heirloom with yellowish-green grape like fruit. Spicy, full flavoured but very sweet. Cordon/Bush. 80-90 days.
0379A (15 seeds) £2.50

Cherokee Purple
North Carolina heirloom. Unique colour and very sweet with a mass of 12oz fruit. Cordon. 80 days.
0368 (15 seeds) £2.50

Black Cherry
Beautiful black fruit with a very rich flavour. Unbelievable crop. Cordon. 70 days from transplanting.
0361B (15 seeds) £2.50

Eva Purple Ball
Delicious German heirloom from the late 1800s. Beautiful purple globes weigh 6-8ozs. Extremely sweet, very juicy and marvellous crops. Cordon. 80-85 days.
0374C (15 seeds) £2.50

For more varieties please see our website www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
**HEIRLOOM TOMATOES**

**Chocolate Cherry**
Remarkably tasty and never cracks. Recommended. Cordon. 70 days.
0369B (15 seeds) £2.50

**Caspian Pink**
Sweet and rich flavour, often compared to Brandywine. Medium sized pink fruits average 10-12ozs. The earliest maturing beef steak type tomato that we offer. Cordon. 80 days from transplanting.
0367C (15 seeds) £2.50

**Green Zebra**
Green 1½ " fruit in greenish yellow. Sweet but strong flavour and quite early. Cordon. 77 days.
0380 (15 seeds) £2.50

**Halladay’s Mortgage Lifter**
Heavy yields of 1-2lb fruit that are always crack free. Great old fashioned flavour. Cordon. 90 days.
0380A (15 seeds) £2.50

**Hill Billy Potato Leaf**
Gorgeous slicing tomato from Ohio. Juicy 1lb fruit. Cordon. 85 days.
0381 (15 seeds) £2.50

**Japanese Trifle Black**
Tasty 4-5oz sweet fruit borne in huge clusters. Cordon. 80 days.
0383B (15 seeds) £2.50

**Lemon Tree**
Peculiar lemon shaped fruit. Distinct sharp taste useful for salads. Cordon. 75-80 days.
0386B (15 seeds) £2.50

**Marizol Gold**
Heavy yield of flattened red-gold bi-coloured tomatoes with superb flavour. Cordon. 80-85 days.
0388 (15 seeds) £2.50

**Purple Russian**
From the Ukraine, plum shaped fruits weighing 6ozs. Great sweet taste. Cordon. 80 days.
0395A (15 seeds) £2.50

**Red Zebra**
Bright red fruit with golden stripes. Probably the best flavoured of the 'striped' varieties with massive crops. Cordon. 85 days.
0395C (15 seeds) £2.50

**Russian Black**
A Russian heirloom. Charcoal black flesh, lovely flavour and large fruit. Cordon. 80 days.
0398 (15 seeds) £2.50

**Speckled Roman**
Gorgeous 5" long fruit with jagged orange and yellow stripes. Very fleshy traditional tomato flavour. Cordon. 85 days.
0402 (15 seeds) £2.50

**Stupice**
Very early Czech variety with consistently high yields. Lovely flavour and cold tolerant. Cordon. 55-70 days from transplanting.
0405 (15 seeds) £2.50

**White Tomesol**
Parchment white fruit with smooth skins and a sweet citrus-like flavour. 8oz fruit for eating straight off the vine. Cordon. 85 days.
0410A (15 seeds) £2.50

---

**CUSTOMER FAVOURITE - SIOUX**

**Legend**
Outdoor type showing impressive blight resistance and producing almost seedless 8oz fruit. Excellent flavour. Bush. 70 days.
0386C (15 seeds) £2.50

**Marizol Gold**
Heavy yield of flattened red-gold bi-coloured tomatoes with superb flavour. Cordon. 80-85 days.
0388 (15 seeds) £2.50

**Russian Black**
A Russian heirloom. Charcoal black flesh, lovely flavour and large fruit. Cordon. 80 days.
0398 (15 seeds) £2.50

**Speckled Roman**
Gorgeous 5" long fruit with jagged orange and yellow stripes. Very fleshy traditional tomato flavour. Cordon. 85 days.
0402 (15 seeds) £2.50

**Stupice**
Very early Czech variety with consistently high yields. Lovely flavour and cold tolerant. Cordon. 55-70 days from transplanting.
0405 (15 seeds) £2.50

**White Tomesol**
Parchment white fruit with smooth skins and a sweet citrus-like flavour. 8oz fruit for eating straight off the vine. Cordon. 85 days.
0410A (15 seeds) £2.50
OLD FAVOURITE TOMATOES

Moneymaker
Old as the hills but reliable and produces 2-3oz fruit with no trouble. Cordon. 80 days.
0342 (30 seeds) £2.15

Super Marmande
Odd shaped popular French variety with outstanding flavour. Lovely with a touch of olive oil and basil. Cordon. 80 days.
0341 (30 seeds) £2.15

Tumbling Tom Red
Cascading variety for the patio. Regular branching, high yielding and sweet. Bush. 90 days.
0415 (20 seeds) £2.95

Gardener’s Delight
AGM. 1” cherry fruit of superb flavour in neat trusses. Original Raisers seed. Cordon. 70-75 days.
0340 (30 seeds) £2.15

Tigerella
A striped variety which has rejoiced in various names. Reliable with a real Tomato flavour and a respectable crop. Very popular.
0331 (30 seeds) £2.15

Sun-Dried
The real McCoy! Direct from Italy and easily dried if the whole truss is cut and hung in the shade. Cordon. 80-90 days.
0353 (40 seeds) £2.25

OLD SPANISH HEIRLOOM - MONSERRAT

Tigorella
Rarely grown outside Spain. Large very meaty fruit are a speciality of Catalonia. Eaten with Olive oil and sea salt it becomes a gastronomic delight. We have tracked down the original stock and offer this ‘huge heap’ of Tomatoes.
0468 £2.85 (15 seeds)

NEW HYBRID TOMATOES

Ferline F1
Impressive variety showing good tolerance to Blight. Disease resistant and an interesting flavour. Very vigorous. Cordon. 70-80 days.
0433 (8 seeds) £3.25

Oh Happy Day
The last to survive blight and flavour wise a mixture of ‘sweet ‘n’ sour fruit. Bush. 65 days.
0490 (15 seeds) £2.95

Chocolate Sprinkles F1
Unique striped fruit, with disease resistance thereby giving a much improved yield and flavour. 50 days.
0482 (12 seeds) £3.65

Olivade F1
Elongated 4oz fruit. A lovely modern Tomato receiving an AGM Wisley Award in 2004. Cordon. 80 days from transplanting.
0431 (8 seeds) £3.25

Mountain Magic F1
This scrumptious Tomato withstands the three big threats besetting Tomatoes. Late and early blight and fruit cracking. You can rely on a crop of sweet great tasting globe shaped Tomatoes.
0486 (5 seeds) £3.75

Shirley F1
AGM. Suitable for the cooler greenhouse where it will produce very heavy crops of 3oz fruit. Cordon. 80 days from transplanting.
0336 £3.95 (12 seeds)

www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk

For more varieties please see our website
SWEET CHERRY TOMATOES

Honey Delight
Delicious 2” yellow cocktail tomatoes with a sparkling flavour and excellent sugar-acid balance to tickle your taste buds!

0496 (15 seeds) £2.95

Rosella
A remarkably unique deep pink cherry tomato with a very pronounced fruity flavour of summer fruits.

0478 (20 seeds) £2.95

Tomatoberry Garden F1
Unique strawberry shape. High yielding with a good sweet cherry flavour. Cordon. 60 days.

0445 (10 seeds) £3.50

Rainbow Cherry Mixed
Heirloom mix with variable flavour but most are superlatives and the colours lift a salad to new realms.

0396A (25 seeds) £2.65

Tropical F1
Envirotasty flavour and does not crack. Full trusses of 20 or so fruits but it does prefer to be grown under glass. A professional variety.

0443 (8 seeds) £3.95

Ruby Falls
A new deep red cocktail tomato with a rich flavour. Ideal for the smaller greenhouse with neat trusses of attractive tomatoes.

0497 (15 seeds) £2.25

NEW for 2020

SWEET PLUM TOMATOES

Romello F1
Early maturing, high yielding tomato with a built in Late Blight tolerance. Long clusters of sweet tasty fruit easy to harvest. Produces up to 12lbs. Bush.

0492 (8 seeds) £3.65

Shimmer
Sweet and succulent with green stripes and touches of shimmering gold. A unique almond shape which is bound to be admired.

0503 (15 seeds) £2.75

Sweet Olive F1
Santa type bred for easy outdoor production. Crimson red fruit in multi-branched trusses over a very long period. Bush habit.

0424 (8 seeds) £3.65

Katiebell F1
High yields of attractive yellow oblong fruit. Delicious. Cordon.

0412A (8 seeds) £3.65

Green Tiger
Extraordinary elongated cherry tomato with superb flavour. Yellow and green striped and resists cracking. Cordon. 75 days.

0488 (20 seeds) £2.50

Rainbow Plum F1 Mixed
A very exclusive mix in three distinct colours. All F1 Hybrids and will provide an enormous crop fit for eating whole or in a salad.

0396B (12 seeds) £3.95

NEW for 2020

www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk
**DELICIOUSLY SWEET CHERRIES**

**Sun Cherry Extra Sweet F1** (not pictured)
Equal to Sungold at anytime but red in colour. The next generation! Masses of 1-1½" fruit which hang on the vine without splitting inspite of its thin skin. Cordon. 70-80 days from transplanting.

0414 (12 seeds) £3.65

---

**Sun Cherry Premium**
There are cherries and there are cherries! This one is the latest and greatest and the Japanese breeders claim it is the best red yet. Exceptionally high brix reading (sweetness scale) and if continuing trials are anything to go by, we’re confident you’ll grow it again and again. Cordon. 70-80 days from transplanting.

0428 (12 seeds) £3.65

---

**Tomato Cherry Baby**
Superb for cold greenhouses this fantastic new cherry Tomato has the sweetest flavour we have ever known. Seldom has a small plant produced so much fruit with so much flavour. Thoroughly recommended, entirely reliable and available exclusively through Plants of Distinction in the UK.

0480 (25 seeds) £3.25

---

**Tomato Black Opal**
Bred from the popular heritage variety Black Cherry, Black Opal has improved flavour and habit. Black Tomatoes whilst tasty eaten raw are transformed by cooking and superior to any red tomato when grilled.

0481 (15 seeds) £2.95

---

**Tomato Summerlast F1**
The first in a new generation of Tomato breeding. A dwarf patio tomato with a built in late blight resistance. Ideal for patios and containers with deliciously sweet cocktail sized fruit and a new ‘stay green’ trait lasting well into the late summer. The plants won’t need pinching out but would perhaps benefit from the support of a small cane.

0495 (10 seeds) £2.95

---

See page 78, 80, 85 & 86 for Tomato Honeycomb, Funny Plum series, Orange Paruche F1, Sub Arctic Plenty & Atlas.

---

**Golden Cherry F1**
The very ‘Tops’ in Tomato experience. Japanese bred and most definitely outyields, outflavours, outclasses even ‘Sungold’, once considered to be the gardener’s No. 1 for flavour. Add to that its resistance to cracking - its desire to remain on the vine and its superlative flavour and you will then have some idea of what’s in store for you. An absolute outright winner, believe us! Cordon. 70-75 days from transplanting.

0327 (12 seeds) £3.65

---

**Sungold F1**
Among the sweetest Tomatoes yet produced. Inclined to crack if left too late but otherwise 1½" fruit are produced very freely. Cordon. 78 days from transplanting.

0323 £3.65

(12 seeds)
### FLOWER INDEX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cat No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price per pkt</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Achillea</td>
<td>22 Cosmos 6,9,10,11,12,15</td>
<td>Hollyhock 49</td>
<td>Penta 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agastache</td>
<td>22 Dalia 18,34,35,36,37</td>
<td>Ipomoea 50</td>
<td>Petunia 62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astrapleria</td>
<td>22 Datura 38 Larkspur 41</td>
<td>Phlox 5,62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anemone</td>
<td>18,22 Dacous 39 Lathyren 7,70</td>
<td>Primula 64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelica</td>
<td>23 Delphinium 8,40,41 Lavatera 50</td>
<td>Phytoastrum 64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelonia</td>
<td>22 Dianthus 38 Linaria 50</td>
<td>Prunella 64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthurinthus</td>
<td>10,16,17,24, Dicentra 39</td>
<td>Lobelia 50</td>
<td>Rudbeckia 9,11,14,63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquilegia</td>
<td>26,27 Digitalis 8,42,43 Lycoris 50</td>
<td>Scabiosa 14,19,65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armeria</td>
<td>15 Echinacea 9,18,44 Lysimachia</td>
<td>Stocks 6,18,66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aster</td>
<td>5,10,21,28,29 Echinops 45</td>
<td>Malva 53</td>
<td>Stokesia 70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astrantia</td>
<td>23 Echium 45 Marigold 6,10,15,16,52</td>
<td>Stylomecon 70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aubretia</td>
<td>23 Eruithiophum 45 Mecanopsis 53</td>
<td>Sweet Pea 12,67,68,69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auricula</td>
<td>64 Erygium 45 Michauxia 53</td>
<td>Thalictrum 70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bupleurum</td>
<td>23 Eschscholzia 46 Millet 53</td>
<td>Thunbergia 70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calendula</td>
<td>4,30,31 Eustoma 7</td>
<td>Monarda 9</td>
<td>Tithonia 71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campanula</td>
<td>19 Francoa 46 Moluccella 53</td>
<td>Trillium 20,71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centaurea</td>
<td>21,32 Gaillardia 20,46</td>
<td>Morina 53</td>
<td>Troilus 71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cephalaria</td>
<td>32 Gazania 47 Nasturtium 5,6,13,18,54,55</td>
<td>Tropaeolum 71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerinthe</td>
<td>32 Geranium 47</td>
<td>Nemesia 15</td>
<td>Tweedia 71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysanthemum</td>
<td>33 Gerbera 47</td>
<td>Nemophila 57</td>
<td>Verbascum 7,14,71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clemsis</td>
<td>32 Hydrasum 47</td>
<td>Nepeta 57</td>
<td>Verbena 13,73,74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleome</td>
<td>33 Helianthus 5,13,19,20</td>
<td>Nicotiana 21,56</td>
<td>Veronica 74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveria</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>21,48</td>
<td>Nigella 57</td>
<td>Viola 11,17,9,72,73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobiaea</td>
<td>39 Helichrysum 4,49</td>
<td>Oraya 62</td>
<td>Violets 73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codonopsis</td>
<td>33 Heliposis 9,14,16,17,20,50</td>
<td>Wallflower 74,75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coreopsis</td>
<td>33 Heliotropium 47</td>
<td>Papaver (Poppy) 4,10,58,59</td>
<td>Zinnia 4,6,11,12,13,16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hesperis</td>
<td>47 Penstemon 14,61</td>
<td>Veronica 76,77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VEGETABLE INDEX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cat No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price per pkt</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artichoke</td>
<td>138 Dwarf Bean 7,83,91,99,100</td>
<td>Pumpkin 114</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asparagus</td>
<td>138 Edemame 89</td>
<td>Radish 83,90,136,137</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aubergines</td>
<td>90,92 Fennel 91,138</td>
<td>Rocket 86,88,127</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basil</td>
<td>80,118 Garlic 119,128</td>
<td>Rosmary 120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beetroot</td>
<td>79,90,93,94 Golden Berry 139</td>
<td>Runner Bean 102,103</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borage</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>Kale 82,87,95,124,127</td>
<td>Sage 120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borecole</td>
<td>95 Kohl Rabi 138</td>
<td>Salad Leaves 78,124,125,126,127</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad Bean</td>
<td>81,98,99</td>
<td>Leeks 87,121</td>
<td>Samphire 84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broccoli</td>
<td>96,97 Lemon Grass 120</td>
<td>Seakale 125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brussel Sprouts</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>Lettuce 81,86,91,122,123</td>
<td>Shallots 128</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butternut Squash</td>
<td>89,112</td>
<td>124,126,127</td>
<td>Sorrel 125,127</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabbage</td>
<td>86,88,95,105</td>
<td>Marrow 114</td>
<td>Spinach 82,91,125,127</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cauliflower</td>
<td>79,81,106</td>
<td>Mint 120</td>
<td>Strawberries 139</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celertac</td>
<td>138 Mizuna 125,126</td>
<td>Swede 90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celery</td>
<td>138 Mustard 84,124,125,126</td>
<td>Sweet Corn 84,86,137</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celiaze</td>
<td>138 Onions 128,129</td>
<td>Swiss Chard 95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicory</td>
<td>127,138 Oregano 120</td>
<td>Tarragon 120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Cabbage</td>
<td>88 Pak Choi 124,126</td>
<td>Thyme 120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chives</td>
<td>119 Parcel 125</td>
<td>Tomatoes 78,80,85,86,140,141</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climbing Bean</td>
<td>85,101</td>
<td>Parsley 120</td>
<td>142,143,144,145,146</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courlander</td>
<td>89,119 Parsnips 129</td>
<td>147,148,149,150,151</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cougette</td>
<td>78,81,85,87,91,110,111</td>
<td>Passiflora 139</td>
<td>Turnip 82,139</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cress</td>
<td>124 Peas 86,88,90,130,131</td>
<td>Watermelon 139</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cucumber</td>
<td>78,80,83,84,115,116,117</td>
<td>Pepper 78,81,83,89,112</td>
<td>Wild Garlic 119</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dill</td>
<td>119,120</td>
<td>133,134,135</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more varieties please see our website: [www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk](http://www.plantsofdistinction.co.uk)
**Extra Order Form**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cat No.</th>
<th>Variety (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)</th>
<th>Quantity required</th>
<th>Price per pkt</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Have you filled in your name and address? For more varieties please see our website.

### Extra Order Form

**Name on card:**
- Please tick relevant box: Mastercard  
- Visa/Barclaycard  
- Maestro  

Please enter card number below to authorise Plants of Distinction to charge the Grand Total of your order.

- Issue Number
- Expiry Date
- Valid From (If no issue No.)
- Security No. (COMPULSORY) (last 3 digits on signature strip)

**TOTAL REMITTANCE**

- Postage & Packaging: Please allow 3-5 working days.  
- Seeds (Regardless of quantity): 2  
- Plants (Regardless of quantity): 4  
- UK Tracked & Signed: 7  
- Foreign Tracked & Signed: 9  

**How to order**

**POST**
- Complete your order and send it to us at: Plants of Distinction  
- Church Farm Cottage, The Street, FRAMSDEAN, Nr Stowmarket  
- Suffolk IP14 6HG.

**WEB**
- Our secure online ordering service is the fastest method of ordering.  
- PAYPAL NOW AVAILABLE.

**ORDER HOTLINE**
- Please contact us for discount levels.

**How to pay**

1. **By Credit Card:** We can accept all the credit cards shown on the order form overleaf.
2. **By Cheque:** Please make cheques payable to Plants of Distinction. All cheques will be cashed on receipt of order. Please accept this as acknowledgement that your order has been received safely and is being processed.
3. **By Postal Order:** All postal orders will be cashed on receipt of order.

**ORDER DESPATCH - IMPORTANT**

- UK Seed Orders: All seed orders will be dealt with separately from plants. Please allow 7-10 days for your order to be processed. Peak season please allow up to 21 days.
- Foreign Seed Orders: Seeds can be sent worldwide however due to changes made by the British Post Office postage will be £4.95 per order.
- Plant Orders: Plants are available to UK and EC customers only. A £3.50 surcharge will be levied to all EC Plant Orders.
Finally, after years of breeding we are pleased to introduce a dwarf Patio Tomato with real flavour! This remarkable variety is suitable for growing in pots as small as 11cm but can easily fill a 2 litre pot too. Compared to other dwarf varieties Veranda Red has the most deliciously sweet flavour and produces around 50-75 cherry tomatoes per plant and has a good resistance to Fusarium, Verticillium and also some resistance to Late Blight as well.

0505 (10 seeds) £2.50